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INTR0DUCTI0^4..

1. Presentation of the topic
The difference in factors affecting many develo
ping countries is in some cases rather substantial. Each
developing country differs from the other in circumstan
ces, which have put some in a more promising position than
others, such as landlocked countries which are unfavou
red , especially in the field of shipping. Therefore the
criteria to consider in establishing maritime activities
take rather different farms,including ;
-the various economic ,social and political factors,
taking into consideration thej effect on

the

balance

of

payments situation in the short and long run,
-the preliminary prerequisites,which must be estab
lished and expanded before and within the national deve
lopment policy ,among them ,the need for awareness of the
values and significant influence and importance of mari
time activities in national socio-economic development.
It is because of this difference that I wish to ,in
this introductive part ,present to the reader ,before
entering in the details ,of the subject ,some general cha
racteristics of the country so that the context of my
ideas will ,hopefully ,be more understandable.
I have divided the topic in two main parts ; the
first one is a description of existing maritime activi
ties ,with a critical analysis of the problems actually
faced and the possible solutions to lessen or overcome
them. Subjects such as maritime administration ,transpor
tation and ports will be approached. Nevertheless I will
not discuss fishing activities because I consider them as
a specific and very important topic that should be dealt

with seperately.
The second part is an inquiry of the benefits that
Burundi ,as a landlocked country ,could get from the Law
,as
of the Sea and other international conventions
regards to participation in international sea transport ,
exploitation of marine resources and transit trade

faci-

1itation.

2 .Generalities

2.1. Geography :
Burundi is a landlocked deve 1o|:.)ing country
located in centiral east Africa. Her neighbouring coun
tries are Rwanda in the north ,Zaire in west and Tanzania
in the’ ejast.
The country is very small in area ,comprising
27,834 square kilometers (10,747 square miles) ,but
with a reelatively large population of about .5 million
(as estimated in 1981). The result is a high population
density of about ISO inhabitants per square kilometer.
The natural divide? between Burundi and Zaire is
formed by lake Tanganyika and Ruzizi river on the floor
of the western rift valley syste?m. Eastwards from heree
the land rises sharply up to elevations of around 1,800
meters above sea level in a range which stretches north
into

the

much

higher and volcanic mountains of Rwanda.

away from the edge of the rift valley ,elevations sj.re
lower ,and most of Burundi consists of plateaux of 1,4001,800 meters. Here the average temperature is 2D^c and
an annual rainfall of 1,200 millimeters. In the valley
the average temperature is 23 O
The hydrography is characterised by a great number
of rivers with a strong inclination towards the river
RUZIZI or directly into Lake Tanganyika. The other rivers

which have? less inclination flow into
Tanzania.

Laks

Victoria

in

2 .2 .Population.

The population is concentrated to the fertile
volcanic soils at 1,500—1,800 meters above sea level,
away from the arid and hot floor and margins of the val
ley. The subsequent pressure on the land ahs resulted in
extensive migration to Tanzania and Zaire ,but also to
Uganda.
However ,measures in these countries to restrict employ
ment to nationals are closing the outlets for such migra
tion. Efforts are being made by the Government to move
people from overpopulated hilly areas to others. About 85
percent of the population are engaged in agriculture,
mainly at a subsistance level.
2.3.Economy.
Considering the population increase of 2.65
percent per annun ,the real gross national product CGNP)
has been reduced at a rate of 1.3 percent per year in the
period between 1980 and 1984. The consequence of this
situation is, for the country ,to remain within the cate
gory of less advanced countries ,with a 6NP per inhabi
tant of 280 US dollars. Below is a table showing the evo
lution of the GNP from 1980 to 1984. The amounts are
expressed in millions of Burundi francs Cl US dollar =
120 Bu F) in constant prices of 1970.

.5

1980
Agriculture
fOldest and 15773
fisheries
Industry and 22:26
artistry
Building
Services

1486.1
5315

GNP at factors 24801

1981
18471.1

1983

1984

16674.2: 17711

15130

1982

2775

2:533.3

2471

2639.4

1466

1550
6106.7

1451.7 1586.7
5991.8 6310.1

5839.6
28310

25802.6

27794

26802

costs
Annual ra\te of growth
GNP at market 29001
constant prices
GNP at market 89358
cu rr65nt pric65s „

29577

29141

100481

109015

Source; Ministers a la
In
ture ,the GNP
This growth
products ,and
from 18,831

-7,1

+3.7

-B.3

+14.1

30686

28405

■

Presidence

Charge

du

Plan.

'Spite of unfavorable international conjunc
increased more than 14 percent in 1981.
was due to the performance of agriculture
especially coffee whose production passed
tronnes in 1980 to 43,824 tonnes in 1982..

According to Africa Review 1985 Cl),the country is ear
ning about 90 percent of its export incoms from coffee.
But quotas fixed by the International Coffee Organisation
are the? real determinant of Burundi coffee revenues ,and
despite the bumper crop the country's 1984 policy has
been characterised by what has been

called

"rigour

and

austerity".
Reducing dependence on coffee ,.diversifying exports and
accelarating import substitution are
4

the

main

elements

,therefore behind the country's fourth development plan
which was presented to about 50 donor agencies ,orga
nisations and governments convened to a conference ad hoc
held in Bujumbura in February 1984, The plan envisages a
total expenditure of 107.4 billion BuF ,so Burundi sought
USD 1,556 million in foreign exchange ,of which USD 314
million are for balance of payments support. Apart from
coffee the other agricultural products being exported
are mainly tea and tobacco. There are of course others
also destinated to neighbouring countries. Regarding the
mining sector ,there are some quantities of bastanasite
,cassiterite ,tentalite ,gold ,uramium ,platinium ,copper
and tin. Oil has recently been discovered in the Rusiri
plain. There are also important deposits of nickel which
were estimated at k'SO million tonnes (.about
of the
world reserves) in 1981, but they still rema.in unexploi —
ted due to a lack of a necessary transport infrastructures
(especially a railwa^y network) and cap.ital . The total
cost of exploitation was estimated at USD lb.il lion in
1981. With regard to industry a lot of efforts still have
to be made in view to lessen the weight of imports in thee
national balance of trade .The main existing un.its produ
ce beer ,soft drinks ,cigarettes ,textiles ,shoes ,

soap

,detergent and blt^nkets. There are also factories for the
processing of coffee and by-products of cotton . Energy
remains a major problem for Burundi ,with oil impocts
which were taking 45 percent of foreign earnings from
coffee in 1984. During 1983 the price of oil to Burundi
reached USD 100 per barrel ,which is a reflection of the
high cost of transport due to the landlocked situation .
Cl) Africa Review 1985 ,nineteenth edition
Africa

Guide ,page 81.

5
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PART

I

ACTUAL
SITUATION
AFFAIRS IN BURUNDI

OF

MARITIME

Chapter l-EXTERNAL TRADE AND ROUTES
As I will have to deal essentially with shipping
I have found it necessary to first give some details
about Burundi's external trade and the routing system ,as
shipping is a servant of trade.
•1.EXTERNAL TRADE
Burundi's economic partners are mostly the EEC
CEiuropean Elconomic Community)
,North America ,China,
Japan and Neighbouring countries (Tanzania ,Zaire,Rwanda,
Kenya ,Zambia and Zimbabwe).
The main export products are: coffee ,tobacco ,
hides, textiles and minerals. The imports are essentially
equipment,oi 1 products,vehicles, cement and textiles.
This portrays the importatnce of transportation as a very
important parameter in the tr^^de. I will discuss this
point in the second part of this chapter dealing with
import and export routes.
As far as trade is concerned ,the national eco
nomy shows an unbalanced situation ,the volume of impor
tation being much bigger than that of exportation. In
order to illustrate the chronic unbalanced trade, hereaf
ter is a table of balance of payments from 1980 to 1984
(2) :

6

19SA

1982

1983

6267,3

7932.6

13413
Importation 12226
Commercial
balance
-5075.3 -7145.7
Net services -514.3 -1057.6

13872.1

8789
12067.7

1981

7150,1

Net transfers

1980
3344.6

1981
4307.9

10738.8
13234
-2419,5.

-5940.5
■

Exportation

1

1980

—2203.4

"1124.2

1982
2352.4

1983
2340.7

1984
2419.5

F3alance of current-2’
245.6 -3895.4 -4729.2 -1565.2 -2279.4
payments(3+4+5 >
Net capitals
E rro rs and
omxssions
General balance

2055
1444
218.6 1019
28

- 3470.6

1846.4
5.6

2145,5

-2877.2

-4031

.1 T "7
J. i i

2308,3
6. 5

n ^

35.4

(6+7+8)
(2)Source;BRB

(Banque

de

la

Republique

du

Burundi)

In addition to this unbalanced situation it is recognised
that the external trade of Burundi is also

characterised

by the following constraints;
D t h e extreme specialisation of exportation dominated

by

coffees
2 ) the dependence of the country vis a vis
foreign coun
tries for consumption goods and equipment which influence
the manufacturing process;
3) the landlocked situation of the country

making

trans

port cost exceptionally high,and
4) difficulties of supplying goods due to uncertainties
and hazards of the precarious lines of communication.
These four constraints were pointed out in a report on an
investigation mission of the African Development Bank (3)

dated October 1986 ,
2.IMPORT AND EXPORT ROUTES
I have already pointed out that Burundi is a
landlocked country whose traffic to or from foreign
countries has to cross other territories. Because the
precariousness of the lines of communication ,the Govern
ment has decided to maintain the use of all corridors
leading to ocean ports. Except the air line which is used
marginally there are three corridors for exportation and
impjortation:
lithe northern corridor connecting
tal

city

and

the

Bujumbura

(capi

major port of Burundi! to the Kenyan

port of Mombasa on the Indian Ocean ,throughj Rwanda
Uganda.

The

distance

is

and

about 2,025 kilometers by the

shoertest itinerary .This corridor offers several alter
natives ,but the most utilised are the following r.
alBujumbura - Mombasa by road without

transhipment.

The

distance is 2073 kilometers 5
bl second- one is composed of a roaid between Bujumbura and
Kampala in Uganda (871kilometers) which joins a railway
from Kampala to Mombasa ,making a total distance of 2209
kilometers ;
clfinally ,for oil tankers ,there is a pipe -line from
Mombasa to Nairobi ,whereby tanker lorries take the oil
cargo to Bujumbura. 21 the central corridor which connects
Bujumbura to the Tanzanian port of Dar-es -Salaam (.also
located on the Indian Oceanl,through lake Tanganyika.
This corridor offers two alternatives:
al the railway from Dar-es-Salaam to Kigoma Ca Tanzanian
port on lake Tanganyika! ,connected to the lake transport
system between Kigoma and Bujumbura,The total distance is
8

X i

-

cmfc.aE&

\

/

V;/

^

'' J

. '■n.-

MT.fS W BORUNfil

V'

»
1
Ui«Ji
u\/I
».

N*r>?uk1»■--

1428 kilometers,
ta) the r£iilw£iy between Dar-es-Sa 1aam and Is£ika in Tansax-nia C982 kilimetersl joining the road from there to
Bujumbura, The total distance
is
1516
kilometers
3) the southern corridor connecting the port of Bujumbura
to Mpulungu in Zambia and Kalemie in Zaire ,are all loca
ted along Lake Tanganyika, This essentially serves regioxnal traide.
In order to give an idea

of the importance of each

corridor ,the table below shows the distribution of
B^urundi's importation during the period 1981 to 1985,
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
C in lODO tonnes )
Northern corridor 65(38%) 83(41%) 85(44%) 101(44%)79(35%)
Centraxl corridor 51(30%) 63(31%) 57(30%) 70(31%) 82(36%)
Southern corridor 45(27%) 43(21%) 40(20%) 57(25%) 64(28%)
Total

161

So u r c e : BRB

189

182

228

225

( Banque de la Repub1ique du B ur und i)

From the table above we can see that through the
central and southern corridors an average of 56 percent
of the total traffic passed in the period considered. But
what is more' interesting is that there has been a regular
increase in percentage as well as in tonnage in both cor
ridors. As the lake constitutes one of the links of the?
chain ,the figures are enough to prove how important the
lacustrian transportation is for Burundi, This
effective

when

sio

more?

we come to the exports as almost all the

(3) Source: Banque Africaine de Developement (African
Development
Bank),
ADE/BD/WP/86/127,
9

traffic is passing through the lake from Bujumbura, before
being transhiped at Kigoma where they are then loaded
into train wagons.
Here we find
activities in a

the reason for developing shipping
landlocked country such as Burundi,

As far as trading routes are concerned ,one should
be aware that the increasing preference for the central
corridor is due to the following main reasons :
1)
the difference in distance between the routes bujum—
bura - Mombasa and Bujumbura - Dar-es-Sa1aam. The first
is more than EDO kilometers longer than the second one by
any itinerary. The direct consequence of this is a much
higher cost of transport as it appears in the following
table comparing the transport costs (in USD ') per tonne
and by type of product.
Routes

Imports
General
cargo

Mombasa-Bujumbura
(by road)

663

Exports
Bulk

cargo
58Q

Dar-es-Sa1aam 132
91
Bujumbura (by railway + lake )
Di fference
531
A89

Genera1
cargo

Bulk
carg

525

428

111

81

414

347

Source : Ministers des Transports ,Pastes et Telecom
munications du Burundi,
This table shows that through the northern
corridor transport costs are 5,5 and A.9 times (respecti
vely for imports and exports)higher thah through the
central corridor. The longer distance is not the only
10

cause of such high costs. In fact there are many other
factors ,such as higher charge rates and the multiplicity
of charges ,which influence to a great extent the final
cost per tonne transported.The table reproduced at the
next page shows in this respect ,the structure of trans
port charges per tonne through the northern corridor. The
amounts are expressed in Kenyan shillings <KSh) ,not inc1tiding

insurance and stowage costs -

Port charges "at Mombasa

Imports
general bulk
cargo
cargo

Exports
general bulk
cargo

cargo
51

-quay dues <1%CIF)
—handling charges

227
35

43

227

35

20

20

-local transport
-collection charge

120

120

120

120

142

142

142

142

-admini strative charges 212
212
-communication charges
605
-transit dues <4%CIF)
6500
-transport charges

212

212

212

212

114
6500

1315
4643
—

4643
—

8053
653

7378
580

6679
525

5441
428

Total
EEquivalent in USD

Source : Ministers des Trans ports ,Postes et
munications du Burundi

.iL.5

Telecom-

2)

the multiplicity of transit territories with conse
quent long administrative procedures ,causing conside

rable delays ;
3 ) the road capacity limitation <10 tonnes per
axle in
Kenya and Stonnes in Uganda) due to an inefficient road
infrastructure along the corridor;
4) insufficient security for the traffic in transit ,due
11

especially to the political situation
in
Uganda.,
Efforts have been made aind are being made by the
countries concerned ,with a view to
tions

.In

the

transit-

condi--

February 1985 the Governments of Kenya ,LJgan

da, Rwanda and Burundi signed .under the auspices of UNC
TAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development!
the
"Northern Corridor Transit Agreement" aiming at the
improvement of transport infrastructure and facilities.
However, there are still difficulties in the imiplementa
tion of the agreement.
In bir«itf

,Burundi's

quickest

and

therefore

more economic route is via Tanzania and the porb oi
Dar-es-Salaam. But in recent years there have been
serious bottlenecks both at Kigoma port and at Dar-es--Salaam which is chronically congested. That is why the
country had and still has to use the longer more expensi
ve, but more'efficient Mombasa outlet.
Actually Burundi has a considerable
the

joint

stake

in

plans with F^wanda and Tanzania to improve the

central corridor system. With the actions already taken
or projected by Tanzania to improve the infrastructure
and facilities at the ports of Dar-es-Salaam and F\igoma
and the railway network ,and particulary the forseable
development of trade between the PTA (Preferential
Area
States

Trade

for South,Center and East African countries! member
,the

central

and

southern

increasingly

corridors

will

be

important in the coming years. Therefore it
is obvious that Burundi will need to develop its shipping

and related activities.

12

Chapter

MARITIME TRANSPORTATION

■1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
a. The BELBASES regime
The? Bel bases ,whose existence is linked to the
landlocked situation in Burundi ,were areas reserved to
Burundian ,Rwandan and Zairian cargo in transit in the
Tanzanian ports of Dar-es"Salaam and Kigoma. They enjoyed
pai?ticular privileges as free zones belonging to the abo
ve mentioned countries,.
It is by a Belgo-British Cl) convention of 1921
that the first transit facilities were granted ,whose
modalitioss were regulated by a later convention . The
manag ement (maintenance o f inf rastructure? ,e?stab 1ishms?nt
and maintenance? of supersH:,ructure and equipment )was
given to a Belgian company ceil led "Societe Anonyme Beige
de 1'Est Africain".
One quay for berthing with three positions was
built in 1950.
After the independence of these countries ,the
Tanzsinisin Government notified its inte?ntion to retake the?
Bel bases concessions which were considered as a part of
their national sovereignty. In spites of different conven
tions and agrements between Tanzania and the countries
who used the Belbases ,no satisfactory regime? for the?
parties has yet been elaborated.
As it was stated in a report of Xavier Ghelbert
dated December 1982 C2), the question of the Belbases in
particular ,and transit in general,is articulated around
Cl) Burundi ,Rwanda and Zaire were administered by
Belgium while Tanzania was under British colonisation.

two problems ;port handling and
stowage
capacity,
-the handling capacity in the ports of dar-es-Salaam and
Kigoma does not allow a quick loading and discharging of
goods on or from ships. Here the; problem of slow turn
round in the ports arises.
-the stowage capacity is
necessarily
affected
by
difficulties of handling and inlsnid transport. These
difficulties cause of course long de;lays ,and the
port,
instead of being a transit place,becomes a stowage area.
no

The Belbases sites which have a limited area ,are
longer capable of containing all the traffic to and

from Burundi. Therefore some goods have to be stowed in
other parts of the port. As the Belbases are fre zones,
the question is to know whether or not stowage taxes and
quay dues have to be paid on the goods. On this
particular aspect of the problem ,negociations
are
actually taking place between Tanzania and the countries
who use the; Bel bases. The solution which will be adopted
will
influence the future of shipping in Burundi.
b.Regional role .of the port of Bujumbura
Lake Tanganyika is enclosed by the territories of
Burundi and Tanzania in the east ,Zaire; in the west and
Zambia in the south.
An important part of the import and export traffic
for regional and international trade passes through the
lake. The port of Bujumbura,located in the center of the
sub-region actually using the lake transportation system,
has been playing a regional role as transit port for

the

C2) Source: Rapport de mission du Conseiller Regional en
legislation maritime en Republique du Burundi (14-22
Decembre 1982).Organisation
Maritime
Internationale.

traffic to and from the countries
Rwanda which ,.like Burundi ,is

above mentioned and
also in a landlocked

situation. In fact when after the First World War ,the
Belgians were given Burundi and Rwanda by the United
Nations Society for administration in addition to Congo
(now Zaire),they found that Bujumbura was well placed to
act as
transit port for Rwanda and the eastern part of
Zaire (being very far from the national sea port of
Matadi on the Atlantic Ocean).At that time there was no
efficient road network connecting the countries of the
sub-region to Mombasa port. Therefore the
northern
corridor was not playing an important role in respect of
external trade for these countries.
This situation influenced an increased use of the
central corridor as the trade of these countries was
increasing. Consequently the port of Bujumbura got a
i.'egional vocation.
But due to difficulties experienced in recent
years on the central corridor,an important part of Rwanda
tretnsit cargo has been deviated to
Mombasa
port.
Actually Burundi is the greatest user of the lake
transportation for importation ,while Zaire is

the

big

gest user for exportation of copper ,zinc ,sheet-iron and
cement. The share of imports and exports for Rwanda
through the lake is still small compared to the overall
volume of Rwanda's transactions. This will be clarified
by figures while dealing with transit traffic. The evolu
tion of the transit traffic will be dealt with in the
third point.
2.EVALUATION OF THE FLEET
To quote Charles Hardfield <3),it was said that in
Central ,West and East Africa ,steamboats had been put on
15

lakes and riv£?rs as soon as ingenuity could get them the
re. In this connection it may be interesting to quote the
following statement :
"Once there ,they were heavily used for missiona
ry work 5trading and passenger carrying. Later,the colonial powers maintained numerous passenger
and freight services until the Second World War ,
in the interest of developing economies in their
care."
It is also said that the Belgians maintained varia
tions upon steamer,tug and barge services on lakes Tanga
nyika ,Albert ,Kivu and Mueru.. In 193D ,the biggest stea
mer was i,690 tons ,the steamwheel tugs 550 horse power
and the
tons

largest

barges

76

meters long and held 1,756

This proves how long ago navigation on the lake
started. Some of the vessels of old design which had been
operated since the early beginning of the colonisation
period are still in service and others have been progres
sively added.
At this stage ,I will first make some considera
tions about the '-national fleet and then some comments
will be made on the foreign vessels operating on the
1ake.

C3!> Charles Hardfield ,"World Canals: Inland Naviga—
tion
-Past
and Present" ,1956 ,pp. 19A-195.
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a. Situation of the Burundian fleet

The national merchant fleet is essentially compo
sed of about twenty ships belonging to a private company
called "ARNOLAC"(Armement du Nord du Lac),aIso managing
the port of Bujumbura. The characteristics of this fleet
are presented in the table below; C*)
Type

Name of

Tonnage Length
<T)
Cm)

vesse1
Tugs

Camus

60
Tanganyika 30
Mwansa
40
Ngiri
N jiwa

33.40
31.20

2B0

vessels Swala

100

24.95
31.00
24.95
17.50
24.00

100

BirikunziralSD
Twiga
100

Depth Biginning
Cm)
□ peratiovT

7.55
5,16
4.55
4.30
'
‘
■V»QQ

23,50
15.75
13.25

_

SelfImpala
propel 1ing Musama

width
Cm)

3.50
1,98
1 .95

1955
1889
1959

2.00

1959
1958

1.35

6.58
8.50

2.75
2,50
2,75
2,40
3.00

6.58
,5,60
7.00

----------- ---------

—

General Warega

1200

65.70

10.00

4.10

cargo Albertville 700
barges Nyanza
300
Mugandja
450
Murumbi
450

59,60
54,05

9.02
8.50

3.70
3,05

8.82

3 .01

8.82

3.05
2.81

—

—

—

Usumbura
400
Baudoinville 350
Moliro
200

52.74
52.78
42.25
36.50

6.00

37.77

6.50

Oil Barges Lubaya 375
Kasimia 150

42.35
32.75

7.01
5.85
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8.00

1960
1978
1963
1979
1965
—

2.50
2.41
3.00
2.00

1955
1931
1937
1955
1955
1927
1914

1929
1955
1953

In addition to the ARNOLAC fleet ,thetc is a
container ship of 350 tonnes capacity owned by the
Government and some other units owned
by
private
operators. Some additional units are being ,so that the
overall fleet is regularily increasing. The total of
ships operating one the lake CeKcluding foreign fleets)
as merchant ships is around 25 (4).There is no passenger
vessel owned by Burundi ,this activity being covered by
two Tanzanian ships.
As regards fishing

vessels

,the

caracteristics

can be summarised as follows :
-number ; about 22
-average length : 13.86 meters
-averi^ge width ; 4.91 meters
-average tonnage: 26 tons
-average age

: 16 years.

Source; Waterways Department.
As fishing activities

are

not

covered

in

this

paper I will not make any further comment on fishing vesse 1s .
The ARNOLAC fleet ,which constitutes more than 90
percent of the total national tonnage capacity ,is 41

C4) The total number can not be fixed ,some units being
progressively laid up and others built.
* Source: ARNOLAC
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years old in average

lost, of the ships are more than
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which were built in 1889 are even
years old
2 of them
ti
near 1QO years old.
the .
1
.ongetxvity of these ships is
It i5 said th
due to the quality E the lake's waters. But there is a
problem of poor maintenance because of lack of facili
ties.

According to an expertise report made in 1980 (5),

16 out of

20

units needed big and elementary

ensure minimum safaty. Specifically
general cargo and oil barges should be

repairs

to

,three tugs ,all
repaired (engine

and hull). It was also noted that none of them had been
repaired or inspected ;the engines had been taken instead
of being repaired ,so that these ships are actually ope
rated as tows using tugs or the remaining self-propel1e rs .
Hopefully ARNOLAC has undertaken a careening pro
gramme for the maintenance and repairs necessary for a
continuous operation of the fleet. These operations are
carried out unsatisfactorily in the slipways of Kigoma
(in Tanzania) and Kalemie (in Zaire) which are usally
congested and underequipped.
Being aware of the problem of lack of facilities
the Government has decided to build a shipyard in the
enclosure of the port of Bujumbura. The facilities to be
provided will allow the careening ,repairing and building
of ships necessary for the merchant and fishing fleets.
The feasibility studies were carried out in 1981-82 b-y a
West German bureau,IPG of Munich with a financing from
the European Fund for Development (Fonds Europeen pour le?
Developement-FED) (6). The African Development
(5) Source: Rapport du

Cabinet

Pierre

Associes de Montreal.
(6) Source: Project No -f e d 4505 043 1533
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Bank

Bergeron

has
et

agreed to finance the building ,and
expected to start operating in 199D.

the

shipyard

is

Concerning the technical state of the fleet ,it
has been stated in many reports and by experts that main
tenance and repairs should be carried out urgently other
wise many ships may became out of order. In a report made
by the MULPOC (executive organ of the Economic Commission
for AfricaECA) (7) ,it was recommended that the following
actions should be taken :
-servicing of engines
-reconditioning of electric systems
-soldering of unsufficient links
-replacement of rotten bridges
-repairs of holes caused by rust,... and ma\ny
other similar defects obviously due to lack of maintenan
ce, It was also noted that the ventilation and lighting
systems in crew's quaters were insufficient. Furthermore
,there is a lack of navigational caquipment. Therefore it
was recommended that the following equipment should be
provided ;
-chemical fire extinguishers with indition of
filling dates
-drying pumps in holds
-sufficient life-saving equipment
-fire-fighting equipment
-navigation lights ,compass and other aids to
navigation
-ventilation system in holds.
Having mentioned this ,I think that there is no
more comment to make so as to prove the necessity of fol
lowing up the achievement of the objectives of the main-

(7)

Source

:

E CA/HUL PO C/G iseny i/1X/2

,January

1966

tenancej programme decided by ARNOLAC. I:f one recalls that
more than 6D percent of Burundi's imports and more than
90 per cent of her exports are carried by ships to and
from Bujumbura ,it is understandable how much the country
is economically relying on shipping,as far as
transportation is concerned. It is ,therefore ,absolutely
necessary to pay great attention to the technical side of
the fleet in order to avoid a future dependence on
foreign services with all the uncertainties and negative
aspects and effects on the national economy. That is why
I beleive that the Government should be involved to
ensure a bettesr technical management of the fleet. This
involvement could consist of adopting a policy imposing
regular maintenance operations periodically.
if

Concerning the fleet capacity ,one can say that
well exploited ,the actual tonnage is sufficient to

carry the available volume of trade. Actually the fleet
is exploited at 75 percent of its full capacity ,with an
average turn round of 5 days for oil barges and 8 days
for others
. In 19SA this fleet was composed of 3 line
tugs ,2 road tugs ,7 self-propel lers of 532 tonnes ,2’
tanker barges of 532 tonnes ,9 general cargo barges of
5,2A2 tonnes. Even exploited at 75 per cent with the
actual turn round ,these ships can carry 26,000 tonnes of
oil and 324,000 tonnes of general cargo ,which make a
total of 350,000 tonnes per year. Thus the capacity is
higher than the volume of trade to and from Burundi
(imports and exports). However ,it should be noted thait
for the transport of oil ,the country can not rely on
national services only ,the capacity being less than the
country's needs. Therefore there is a need for acquisi-

(8) Source :ECA/ML)LP0C/6isenyi/IX/23

,op

cit

,page
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tion of another vessel

,especially

since

ones are very old (more than 33 years).
Although the present capacity of the

the

existing

nationa 1

is

sufficient ,it should be noted that if all the traffic
had to pass through the lake i!9),the country would need
to acquire more ships or ,otherwise ,charter them from
neighbouring countries. Two more reasons justify ,in my
opinion ,new investments in the acquisition of additional
units ;
-I have already pointed out the decrepitude of most
of the shiips ,due to their old age and lack of
maintenance that they have been suffering since a long
period. In other words the;re is no guarantee to maintain
them in operation as far £is safety standards and rational
management are concerned.
-I have also mentioned the forseable development of
regional trade which ,added to the expected progressive
groth of the n^itioruO. economy ,will have as logical
consequence an increasing demand for lake transport.
In
ord£?r to ensure the increase of tonnage
capacity by the acquisition of additional ships ,ARNOLAC
(which actually epoits more than SO per cent of the total
fleet) should adopt an investment programme in view to
progressively replace the ships going to scrap. At the
same time the Government should give some support and
incentives

,which

could

consist

of

the

following

;

-release ‘of required foreign exchange
-guarantee for external loans
-favourable tax regulations

(9) This may happen in case the Northern Corridor is clo
sed due to some circomstances such as war ,as it was the
case in 1979 during the war betwwen Uganda and Tannania.

-cargo reservation
-subsidies for new buildings
-favourable scraping policy
-education and training of marine
personnel»
The situation of the fleet ,as it has been des
cribed will certainly improve with the projected cons
truction of a shipyard at Bujumbura. Furthermore the
recommendations that I have made as to carry out the
necessary irepair and maintenance operations and to acqui
re additional units ,will hopefully be possible to fol
low .
b. The foreign fleet.
When I talk about foreign fleet ,one should under
stand those ships navigating on Lake Tanganyika and which
belonq to bordering countries other than Burundi. These
are

mainly

Zaire and Tan2;ania ;Zambia does not have any

ships on the lake.The biggest share
with

a

is

owned

by

Zaire

total 1 numbeir of 60 ships ,while; Ian 2ania has got

only two ships.
I will make just a brief description to show in
which trading environment the national fleet CBurundian;)
is actually operating.
The Zairian fleet has two bases one in Kalemie
which is the most important, and the other in Kalundu.
The composition of this fleet is as follows
—10 self-propellers : 1,088.4 tonnes

;

-4 road vedettes
-2 coastal boats :1 ,102.3 tonnes
-1 tanker barge :830 tonnes
-15 barges : 6,763.5 tonnes
“27 fishing vessels : 685 tonnes
CIO)Source; AnnexIII of document ECA/MULPOC/Gisenyi/IX/23
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The total tonnage is 10,960 tonnes. Except 9 sel f--propel
lers ,all the other ships used for transportation are
owned by the exploiting nationeil company "SNCZ ” (Societe
Nationals des Chemins de fer du Zaire). The Tanzanian
fleet on lake Tanganyika is composed of 3 ships whose
characteristics are described in the table below s
Name

Type

Liemba

Passenger
sh ip

Mwongozo

Passenger
ship
Tanker

Sangara

Length Width Tonnage/
Cm)
Cm)
capacity
-

Year of
building

-

4-00 passengers 1914

59.50

9.60

400 passengers 19S1

38,80

5.80

-

1980

The first two are the only passenger ships operating on
the lake ,so Burundi and Zaire have to depend on Tanzania
for the transportation of passengers on the lake. That is
why it has been prop^osed to create a joint transport
company for passengers to meet the actual demand in both
countries. The project would be executed in the frame of
the sub-regional organisation-CEPGL (Communaute Economique des Pays des Grands Lacs) grouping Rwanda ,Zaire and
Burund i.
sibility

But this project requires a preliminary fea
study including the economic
and technical

aspects in order to evidence its advantages. In this res
pect, the following points should be considered and
included in the study :
-the

passenger traffic

,both

actuial

and forseable

-the
-the

necessary equipment ,inf restructure and personnel
structure and administration
of
the
company

-an economic and financial analysis of the project. If we

consider the estimation made in the above mentioned study
of the MULPOC for the year 1986 ,we find the situation of
passenger traffic per year as fo?i.laws :
Bujumbura-Kigoma ; 9,DQ0 passengers
Kigoma - Kalemie :15,000 passengers,including
from Bujumbura
Kalemie -Kigoma
for Bujumbura

15,000

passengers,including

1,000
1,000

Kigoma -Bujumbura: 8,000 passengers
Bujumbura-Kalemie:10,000 passengers
Kalundu -Kalemie ;30,000 passengers,including 10,000
from B jum bu ra
Ka1emi e -Ka1undu ;30,000 passeng ers,inc1ud ing 10,000
for Bujumbura„
The total number of passengers to and from Zaire and
Burundi is about 100,000 per year« Bearing in mind that
the average speed is 10 knots per hour ,and that the
distance ,for instauice ,between Bujumbura and Kalemie is
178 miles, we find that the time per voya^ge for a ship
will be 18 hours. If we include stopping timej at transit
ports ,we come to 2 days. Adding to this an aiverage of 2
days ivi ports ,the rotation time will be 4 days ,maikinQ
90 as total of rotations per year. Therefore ,in order to
meet a transport demand of 20,000 passengers ,we would
vieed a ship of a capacity of 230 passengers. Following
the same reasoning ,it is found that the traffic between
Bujumbura and Kalemie via Kalundu requires a ship of a
capacity of 400 passengers.
This leads to the conclusion that there is no
advantage, of creating a joint shipping company for the?
carriage of passengers ;the actual number of vessels
available is sufficient. But in order to ensure a future?
replacement of the existing ships ,and
a certain
independence vis a vis Tanzanian services ,and also in

view to meet the growing demand for passenger
transportation in the area ,one could recommevid the
acquisition by each of the countries concerned of a ship
of (roughly) 300 passengers. This could gua\rantee a
continuous service as well as competition for more
ef ficiency.

3. EVOLUTION OF THE TRAFFIC

trade

As already stated ,most of Burundi's external
passes through the port of Bujumbura. According to

the report of Xavier Ghelbert ,90 per cent of thetraffic
is to or from Kigomai ,but the total volume of goods pas
sing through the port of Bujumbura was reduced from
as follows s
1978

1979

1980

1978

1981

158,531 T
145,337 T
149,847 T
141,965 T
This reduction was due to the general economic situation
of the country with a decrease of the overall tra\ffic ,
while the share of the central corridor (using the lake
as a link of the transportation chain! was increasing
relatively. The figures above mentioned are confirmed in
annex I showing the tonnaxge handled at Bujumbura from
1974 to 1986 (10!. The table gives ,per class of goods ,
the different tonnages imported and exported ,per port of
origin and destination. According to the same statistics
the traffic increased progressively from 1981 ,passing
from 141,965 tonnes to 221,047 tonnes in 1986 ,which
makes an increase of 55.7 per cent. The situation was as
follows ;
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
141,965
143,260
146,427
163,912 216,402
221,047
If we compare these figures to the tonnage of traf
fic coming by road from Mombasa and Dar-es-Salaam ,we
find that the share of the central corridor was more than
98 per cent in average from 1983 to 1986 as shown in the
(10) Source: EPB (The statistic
port Manager!

was

collected

fom

the

fallowing table :
Years

1983

1984

1985

1986

Total traffic
146,427
163,912 2l6,402 221,047
through the lake
Road traffic
3,068
2,301
1 ,815
3,663
For the year 1986 the tonnage carried by each company per
month is given in annex II relatively to the country and
port of origin or‘ destination . One can say that the spe~
cific traffic for Burundi is integravted in the overal1
commercial exchanges for which Lake Tanganyika plays a
supporting role.
Although the port of Bujumbura is of a determinant
importance ,it should be noted that the central element
is the Tanzanian port of Kigoma which handles ,not only
the Burundian traffic ,but also that of Zaire (Eastern
provinces!) and Rwanda. Therefore , the steady flow of
traffic from Burundi depends on the
port.
If the different projects

efficiency

planned

or

of

that

undertaken

(improvement of port infrastructure and equipment at
Kigoma and Dar es-Salaam ,and the improvement of the
railway network system between Kigoma and Dar--es-Sa 1aam 1
are successful ,it is predicted that the traffic will
increase to 227,300 tonnes in year 2000 (ID.The overall
traffic to and from different ports will increase as
foilows s

(11) The estimation was made in a feasibility study

made

a German bureau ,IPG in 1980 ,for the building of a
shipyard at Bujumbura.The estimated traffic for 1990
was 209,450 tonnes ,while the effective tonnage was
already
221,047
tonnes
in 1986 as mentined

Kigoma. - Bujumbura. ; +109%
Kalemie - Kigoma
: +339%
Mpulungu“Bujumbura : +195%
Zaire regional traffic:147%
For the route Bujumbura - Kigoma ,the increase should
about 90 per cent.
If the efficiency of the ports of Kigoma and

be?
Dar~

es~Salaam and the improvement of the railway system are?
important for forecasting the future traffic through Lake
Tanganyika ,it is also undeniable that the share of

the

central corridor will depend on the availability of goods
to carry on the one hand ,and the transport cost per
unit on the other hand. The increase of transport cost
may ,howc-?ver ,be compensated by a shorter transit time ,
and therefore a quicker turn round with a subsequent
reduction of capital costs.
One of the policies

adopted

by

Burundi

,as

a

landlocked country ,being the diversification of access
routes to the ocean ,which has been estimated is that the
traffic through the port of Bujumbura will increase as
follows (12) :
Year

1990

2000

Imports
166,000 T
183,000T
Exports
47,000 T
68,000T
These estimations did 'not take into consideration the
expected development of trade between PTA (Preferential
Trade Area) countries ,so I think that the traffic will
increase more than predicted. It would be difficult ,
however ,to make an estimation in absence

of

any

data.

Regarding the passengers ,it was stated that the

(12) Source: ECA/MULPOC/Gisenyi/IX/23 ,p. 49.

actual traffic estimated at 1IQ,ODD people in 1985 could
increase rapidly to 350,000 passengers in the year 2000,
would
allow
provided that the quality of service
efficiency in terms of regularity ,safety ,cost ,comfort
and speed, I will not make any further consideration
about passenger traffic through the lake.
4, THE MULTIMODAL

TRANSPORT

AND

CONTAINERISATION

The multimodal transportation is of course the
nly system which can be used by a landlocked country to
carry its international trade both for imports and
exports. For Burundi ,it hais already been mentioned that
through the so called "Central Corridor" export goods are
loaded into ships at Bujumbura Port from where the latter
go to Kigoma Port in Tanzania,There the first tranship
ment operation takes place by discharging the cargo from
ships (eventually through staking areas or shedsl into
train wagons. For the next forwarding operation the lake
is replaced by the railway until the goods arivein the
port of Dar-es-Salaam. Then the cargo is unloaded again
from the train wagons ,waiting for shipment in ocean
going ships for the^ir final destination. We? have the same?
situation for import traffic ,but
.Consequfcznt

in

an

inverse

order

to these several transhipment operations are?

the following problems :
-high handling costs
-losses and damages to cargo
-slow turn round of ships
In order to overcome these difficulties,especially
the risk of damage to cargo ,the containerisation system
seems to be a good solution for the time being. It is not
that such a system may be economically efficient or not
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but it is just a matter of safety of goods. It is my opi
nion that it can be a very important factor for the pro
motion of transportation through Lake Tanganyika. An
appropriate study should be carried out so as to evaluate
the oontainerisable cargo ,the cost of the system and the
specific modalities of freight management.
In November 1986 a study on handling of containers
in Tanzania and neighbouring countries was published by
the Norwigian Agency for International Development CNORAD). According to the final report (volume l,p. 2.17)
about 28 per cent of the so called ZBR (Zaire ,Burundi
and Rwanda) general cargo was containerised (house to
house) in 1983. This rate increased to 38 percent in 1984
and declined to 33 per cent in 1985.
It was also recorded that the
in

the

port

present

facilities

of Bujumbura actually included a container

pier with stacking areas for about 200 containers ,a 5D
tonnes derrick crane on the pier ,one front loader for
handling containers ,and a number of 3-tonnes forklifts.
In addition to the facilities above noted ,it was
considered necessary to build a container terminal at
Bujumbura ,taking into consideration the traffic forecast
made by UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development) (13),as it is shown in the tables hereafter;

(13) UNCTAD : "Operational Assistance on the Zambia to
Dar-es-Salaam Transit Corridor",1986.
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Forecast

of

container

Dar-es-Salaam

traffic

--Kigoma

on

-Lake

the

route

Tanganyika

a.Containerised tonnage
Imports
Burundi
Rwanda
Zaire
Total
E k ports
Burundi
Rwanda
Zaire
Tota 1

1980

1985

1990

4,489
378
567

12,600
1,134
1,638

30,744
3,024

5,434

15,372

37,800

1,130
90
1,800

5,250
375
14,625

19,200
1,440
28,800

3 ,020

20,250

49,440

b. Number of container-s CTEU) required ;
Imports
•1980
1985
Burund i
Rwavida
Zaire
Total

4,032

1990

422
36
53

1,185
107

2,892
284

154

379

511

1,446

3,555

130

504
36

Exports
Burundi
Rwanda
Zaire
Total

9
135

1,002

1 ,844
138
2 ,122

274

1,542

4,104.

From the tables given we can see that containeri
zation is becoming increasingly important as a transport
system. Actually it is a very expensive system for deve
loping countries in general ,because containers are hired
and some times return empty ,due to the imbalance of tra
de. For Burundi ,the desequi1ibrium could be reduced by
containerising some export commodities such as coffee. As
the system is likely to get a progressive importance?
,there is a necessity for an adequate planning and coor
dination to avoid as much as possible an imbalanced traf
fic £jnd to optimize the costs.
However ,since many difficulties are caused by
external factors ,the improvement of the situation will
be? difficult to achieve at a purely national level. In
fact many weaknesses are actually caused on behalf of the
Tanzanian Railway corporation CTRC),whose major problems
can be identified as being the following ;
-weaknesses in the track system due to old age,
cient ballast and bad alignment
— lack of
parts

maintenance

facilities

,equipment

insuffi
and

spare

-inadequate communication facilities and lack of effecti
ve wagon control
-shortage of qualified staff and labour ,resulting in low
productivity
-congestion at terminals and ports ,resulting in bad logs
-shortage of special wagons as for container transporta
tion. All these constraints result in reduced speed and
loads ,underuti1isation of wagons and locomotives ,as
well as long cycle time for wagons,
A Tanzania Railway Transport Sector study was pre
pared by Canadian consultants in 1979. The result of the
study was presented by W.H.Grndal a Assoc, and Develop
ment Planning Assoc.Consulting Ltd, In its

conclusion

,

the report proposed some technical and mana\gerial impro
vements. As a follow-up action a donor conference was
held in Brussels in
on a "TRC Rehabilitation and
Development Programme",which consists of 34 priority pro
jects covering the period 1985—1989. The carrying out of
this programme should allow an improvement of thea current
situation ,especially as regards infrastructure
and
equipment. At the same time a training programme for the
staff ,and regular consultations between the parties con
cerned should allow a better future management

for

more

ef ficiency.
5. FLEET ADMINISTRATION AND MANNING
Due to the fact that only one company ,ARNOLAC,
owns a relatively important number of ships ,the others
being small companies with only one or two vessels ,the
attention will be drawn to the organisation of that
entity. Also it is to be noted that the administration of
that shipping company and the port authority is actually
the same. The advantages and disadvantages of the system
will be discussed in the next chapter while dealing with
port administration.
Regarding the manning ,the information recorded
in January 1987 from
subject

to

some

the

Personnel

comment.

It

was

Department
noted

personnel is classified in six categories :
I : non qualified ratings
II : semi-qualified ratings
III; qualified ratings
IV : engineers and skippers
V : mates and captains
VI ; senior officers and captains.
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can

be

that ARNOLAC

This personnel is distributed as follows i
;
Categories
nationals
foreigners

I

II

III

•ISO

67
31

6

2

14

IV
3
4

V

VI
1

3

2

3
5
7
98
20
Total ^132
This table is self -explanatory ,and the fol
wing conclusions can be agreed upon :
“there is a shortage of qualified personnel in general
and ,worse ,among the few qualified crew ,the nationals
are lejss than 50 per cent. Therefore there is a pressing
need for education and training of additional personnel.
For this purpose ,the company should define ci training
programme ,while the Government should put the required
standards to ensure the education of qualified nationals.
According to the quoted report of Xavier Ghelbert (.IMO
Mission)
,the number of qualified personnel required can
be estimated as follows s
a) nautical : 6 captains
•15 skippers
'20

b)

engineering

ratings
s 5
•15 ■

chief engineers
electricians.

As this evaluation was made in 1982 ,it should
be updated ,taking into account the actual situation and
the forseable changes on the long run .
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Chapter

PORT

OPERATIONS

AND

DEVELOPMENT

As stated by Captain Gur Saran Singh (1.') ports
__^Dlay a vital_rQ_l.e in the economy of any country. And for
Professor A.D.Couper C2),the primary function of a port
is the transfer of products quickly and economically from
maritime to land transport. And for Professor P.B.Vanchiswar C3),the loading and discharging of various types
of merchandise within the confines of a port ,may also
need facilities to be provided for the handling of diffe
rent types of ships ,for example ,passenger ships ,con
ventional cargo carriers ,multipurpose carriers ,roll-on
roll-off ,etc.
Depending upon the development of, and the volume
of trade in a country ,the need may arise for port expan
sion programmes to be carried out from time to time. That
is why no two ports are the same.
Being the servants of the trade's requirements

,

it is proved that the history of their functions and
development has beevT very much a history of ship and car
go handling technology.
In addition to the handling facilities that they
offer ,ports play a role of connection between offshore
and shore activities ,not only for supplies,but also for:

(ll Source: Lecture notes- "Introduction on the estab
lishment of a National Merchantile Marine and its infra
structure in Developing Countries",W.M.U.,Malmo 1986
(.2) Source: Ports -Functions and Developments ,in "In
troduction to the Oceans",VolumeI ,page 239 ,ICOD
Course ,W.M.U.,Maimo ,1986.

Marine

<31 SourcezLecture notes on Establishment and Administra
tion of Marine Affairs in Developing Countries.WMU,1986.
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-building the production platform
drilling rig

which

follows

the

-storage facilities
—supplies and skilled labour for repairs
sions
-reception and transport ,perhaps also
the products

and

convex—

processing

of

-administration function.
It is stated that "ports are central ,nodal points
in the transportation chain. They are also __^,arting
points for local ,regional and national developments of
the economy. This becomes particularly true if we consi
der the example of developing countries. Ports are the
industrial centers of their region ,sometimes even the
capital city ,and always the point of origin of develop
ment of the regional economy."(4)
To which extent are Burundi ports fulfilling the
above mentioned functions ? To answer this question ,I
will make a description of the actual organisation ,in
frastructure
,equipment ,operations and development.
Problems ,weaknesses and difficulties will be diagnosed
in order to find what could ,in my opinion ,be the
possible improvements.

(A) Source: Hans

Ludwig

Berth

,Arnulf

Hader

,Robert

Kappel ,"25 years of World Shipping", page 163.
Fairplay Publications ,London ,1984.

I. PORT ORGANISATION ,INFRASTRUCTURE AND EQUIPMENT

Actually the port of Bujumbura is by far the most
important ,the others being of a minor importance since
they do not deal with international trade. Afterwards I
will deal with secondary ports in a. special point.
a) PORT ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT

’’ '

By a. convention of 1967 ,the exploitation of the
port of Bujumbura was conceded to a company called
"Exploitation du Port de Bu ju.mbura-EPB". The company is
in fact,a subsidiary of a Belgian company ,"la Compagnie
des Grands Lacs",although the Government
and
sorrie
comp£\nies

and privates own a part of the capital shares.

The "Compagnie des Grands Lacs" owns the biggest shipping
company ,ARNOLAC as well ,in which the
shareholder.This

siituation

allows

Government

is

a

the latter to have a

say and a certain control of the activities carried on by
both the port and the shipping company.
What is interesting to note is the fact that the
re;al management of the two companies is exercised by the
same authority under the supervission of a foreign company
which appoints the President and Administrator-Director
for EPB -ARNOLAC. The advantages and disadvantages of
having the same management body will be discussed later.
We can see that even the organisational structure appears
to be common to both companies as indicated by the follo
wing chart C5)

<51 Organisation chart of EPB - ARNOLAC ,September 1982.

ORGANIZATION OHART OF E P B - A R N O L A C
N . B T h e o r i g i n a l c h a r t is g i v e n in a n n e x

II

Regarding the mampower ,the manning
part

is

similar

to

that

scale

o.f.

the

of ARNOLAC. The personnel is

classified in six categories:
I-non qualified dockworkers
Il-semi qualified personnel
Ill-qualified personnel
IV-highly quialifid personnel
V-middle managers
VI“top managers
The distribution of personnel is as follows:
Categories
Nationals
Foreigners
Total

I

II

II

IV

V

VI

217
*?•*

38
4
42

17
7

10

4

10

7
17

1

3
13

219

5

Here again ,we find that the proportion of foreig
ners in the total of qualified staff is very important
one

of

,

the reasons being the lack of skilled nationals.

Therefore the same recommendatiovi for training is to be
made as far ais port administration and operation are con
cerned. It is an aspect that seems to have been neglected
for a long time ,so a long term policy should be urgently
adopted and implemented by the authorities concerned.
^
Coming to the problem of joint management of the
\ shipping company and the port ,I think that it is very
difficult to make any judgement in favour or against the
system. The situation is not very clear ,especially when
j it comes to theadministrative costs ,as to determine how
_^much should be born by each company ,as long as they both
are run by the same people.There may of course be many
other problems ,but some good aspects as well are unde
niable. From my own experience and point of view ,I think
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that the major advantages and disadvantages are the

fol

lowing ;
ADVANTAGES ;
There is a rationale in having the Port Authority and the
shipping company under one management ,in that the two
are not very big. Thus it is possible to have them under
one management which will ,among other things ,enables
them to save administrative costs ,efficiently utilise
the few skilled
both

under

one

human

resources

available

,coordinates

umbrella without much problems and in a

symbiosis.
DISADVANTAGES
Other shipping companies using the port might

feel

that

thes above mentioned company is receiving first and favou~
rable terms in the usage of port facilities. Furthermore
the venture to have the shipping company and the port
authority under one management might be a burden to the
port authority ,in that it may have to meet most of the
overhead costs for the port and the shipping company,
thus the latter would operate at the expenses of the port
authority.
As many problems have already iirisen ,the situation
should be investigated in detail and regularly. Then it
will be up to the competent authority to decide whether
the two companies should have the separate management or
not.
Another problem in relation to

the

administration

and management of the fleet and the port is that there is
no procedure for notifying the increase of port dues
rates to shippers and other parties concerned ,and many
times there have been substantial increaseswithout prior
announcement.
A1

There should be a defined procedure to
a\nd other interested parties before

consult shippers
rate increase are

applied. At least the Ministry in charge of shipping
which is supposed to be aware of the situation ,should
give its formal approval to any change in freight rates
and port charges. Here the need for creating a shippers'
council appears ,who would meet the shipowners and port
authority to discuss their needs and mutual interests.
b;i PORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND EQUIPMENT
As infrastructure ,the port of Bujumbura is

actual

ly equipped with:
~a double jetty for protection
against
water
encrouchement. The eastern jetty is about 300
meters long and the western one lOD meters
-one quay 390 mesters long for gene?ral cargo
-one quay 130 meters long for containers
-a sheltered area relatively confined by the two
jetties almost in a rectangular form but of a limi
ted coverage (approximetely 300/I00 meters).
This infrastructure is sufficient for the actual
needs of the port. But there is an urgent necessity to
improve the existing infrastructure ,especially by
ring

the

repai

quays with asphalt. The necessity has been felt

by the Government for a long time

,but

due

to

lack

of

financial means ,the project has never been carried out.
I will mention that according to the concession conven
tion between the Government and the port authority ,the
latter has to maintain only the superstructure while the
Government is responsible for infrastructure.
As user and beneficiary of the facilities ,it is
my opinion that the port authority should ensure and bear
the cost of their maintenance. Therefore ,I think that
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the 1967 convention should be reviewed in order to
release the Government from its responsibility regarding
the port infrastructure. Then ,the. port authority should
define an overall development plan including the equip
ment ,superstructure and infrastructure.
Concerning the superstructure ,the present facili
ties include essentially
warehouses of 4000 square
meters each and a workshop for repairs. The capacity of
the warehouses and workshop is estimated to be sufficient
for the actual and near future needs of the port ,provi
ded that the latter is only a transit area and not a sto
rage place as it sometimes happens. But the? stocking
capacity is affected by other problems such as transport
dif ficultie?s (deslays in shipmejnt) and
long
customsprocedures. There should be a better coordination between
the port authority and the customs administration.
Regarding equipmeent ,the port is using <6 .) ;
—
4

ejlectric

cranes

"TITAN"

of

2.5

tons

at

ot;

meters and 5 tons at IS meters
-5 mobile cranes of 10 tons capacity each
—1 derrick crane of 3G tons capacity at 16 meters
and 50 tons at 12 meters . It is used for handling
conta^inBrs
-4 forklifts C2 "Caterpillar" and

2

"Toyota")

of

2.5 tons capacity each
-2 Hyster of 3 tons capacity each
-2 lighthouses for buoyage in the entrance channel
According to the estimate of the study made by ECA/MULPOC in 1986 ,the port of Bujumbura has a handling
capacity of 300,000 tons per year. However ,since 1974
the average annual traffic has been less than 165,000

(6 ) Equipment available in 1986

tons (163,9-12 tons in 1980). That is to say that the port
facilities have been utilised at nearly half capa'.city.
Therefore the actual equipment can allow to handle an
increasing traffic up to the year 2000 ,provided that it
is well maintained and efficiently utilised.
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PORT OF BUJUMBURA.
As it was stated by UNCTAD (7;),the
adequate

and

efficient

ports

possession

of

improves a nation's rela

tionship with other States and plays an important part in
its economic life. Because of the extent to which foreign
trade is carried through the port ,the latter should take
an important and fundamental part of the country's trans
port investment.
In order to harmonise economic , financial and
physical aspects of the port with other aspects of the
national economy ,a study for the establishment of a
master plan for the port of Bujumbura was decided. This
study should suggest solutions to internal problems in
relation to the exploitation of the port. These are the
following •;
-repairing of earth platforms and port equipment
-improvement of handling operations ,especially
by taking advantages of palletisation
-exiguity of the port area and the entrance chan
nel
-dredging of the port
-education and training of personnel The final report which had to be presented in June

(7) UNCTAD,"Manual on Port Management", Part II -"Port
Planning",March 1976.
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•1986 had to show the possible solutions to these problems,,
On the seventeeth of April 1986 ,a meeting was held in
Bujumbura to finalize the master plan for the port and
decide on the operations that should be carried ou'b in a
short term. The following conclusions were agreed upo’
n :
a) regarding the master plan itself ,it was noted that
the equipment and inf ras'tructure were sufficient for the
expected traffic up to the year 2000 ,provided the
following :
-maintenance of the available facilities
-efficient utilisation of the limited port area
—separation of differeTit activities within the port,,
to ensu re sa fety arid e ffic iency
-providing a commercial dock

for

the

projected

construction of a ferry-boat terminal
—providing space for building the projected shipyard
and an industrial zone within the port area,
bl as operations to be carried ou'b in a short run ,it
was decided that the following actions should be? taken a
'll impirovement of the existing facilities by :
-re?inforcing the docks
-repairing the? quays
improving the road network within the pcsr'b
—reepairing the plaitforms and the buildings
-improving the lighting and fire protection systems,,
Tl)building up new infrastructures ,namely :
—a road station (gare routiere) for the international
traf fic
—a passenger terminal

to

formalities
—an administrative building
Administration
,Customs

facilitate

administrative

including the Maritime
,Shipping
Companies.,

Forwarding Agencies and bounded warehouses.
In addition to the above mentioned ,the port
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should

acquire a weighbridge.
The final conclusions of the study had to give the
cost estimate of the operations and make recommendations
regarding the organisation and management ,so that a good
utilisation of the facilities and a better coordination of
different activities could be expected.
3. ROLE OF SECONDARY PORTS
Many centers have been developed along the coast as
potential ports playing relatively a little role. Apart
from Bujumbura ,all these other centers are serving either
fishing activities or/and passenger traffic. Among them
only

one ,NYANZA-LAC,is

important and enjoysi a favourable

location as it is close to the Tanzanian border in the
south of Burundi ,at 50 kilometers from the port of
Kigoma. The others are mainly used for fishing activities
and do not offer any facilities for the time being.
Actually ,NYAN2A-LAC can not be considered as a port
as such ,but the Government has been planning to build
some facilities to make it operational. Although no study
has yet been carried out to determine the feasibility of
the project ,one can already make the following comments ;
1. The distance between Bujumbura and Nyanza-Lac ,which is
•130 kilometers ,is covered by an efficient (asphalted!)
road. Therefore the port of Nyanza-Lac would create
competition from the road transport which much
faster.
That port should serve only frontier trade ,and be
designed mainly for passenger traffic and fishing. The
infrastructure and equipment to be provided should be
relative and proportional to the level of these
activities.
2. Bearing in mind
Bujumbura

and

that

there

is

no

fishing

port

at

that the exiguity of the port area can not
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allow to build facilities for
would

assume

Burundi,

such

Because

a
of

role
the

fishing
as

great

boats

,Nyanza-Lac

thes main fishing port of
importance

of

fishing

activities for Burundi ,and the relatively large number of
boats engaged in this activity ,port facilities should be
provided. That is to say that it is necessary to build a
fishig port. Therefore the port projected to be built at
Nyansa-Lac would include facilities for fishing boats and
a composite passengers-cargo quay. Then ,the small fishing
centers would disappear,the activity being concentrated in
Nyanza-Lac for better coordination and supervision.

Chapter 4

In
different

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

chapters 1,2 and 3 I
ccmpanents and factors

have described
which influence

the
the

development of maritime activities in Burundi. In this
respect subjects such as national economy ,foreign trade
and its routes, the fleet and tra'f fic ,port administration,
infrastructure and equipment ,and the actual need for
manpower have been discussed. A diagnosis of the problems
actually faced was made and some recommendations have been
formulated so as to improve the present situation.
But all this would be time consuming if there is no
body to ensure that follow-up actions are taken in this
respect. Such a responsibility is normally delegated to
the Maritime Administration which will be discussed in
this chapter.
According to the functions that should be
out ,I will propose a suitable organisation

carried
for the

Burundian Maritime Administration. I will also outline the
difficulties regarding the maritime legislation.
1. FUNCTIONS OF MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
It has been proved that the development of maritime
activities in any country necessarily requires a well
established and efficient maritime administration. In this
connection ,it is appropriate to quote the following
statement from Professor P.S. Vanchiswar (1):
"The object of
a
maritime
administration
organisation within the framework of a country's
overall maritime activities is to provide the
Government with the machinery which would enable
it to satisfactorily and efficiently undertake
those

functions

which
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are'embodied within the

country's merchant shipping legislation Cine.,
national maritime laws). These functions would
include the implementation of the requirements
of
international
maritime
conventions
national rules and regulations framed under

and
the

authority of the merchant shipping act."
It is ,therefore ,obvious that an adequate and updated
maritime legislation is a prerequisite for any
developmental action in the maritime field. I
back to this point in the third point.
Then ,in pursuing the aforesaid

will

come

activities

,the

appropriate Government Authorities would need to have an
efficient administrative machinery to advise them on the?
adoption and implementation of a shipping policy
(regarding trade and infrastructure) ,national legislatiori
and other regulations necessary for
developing
and
operating the? maritime? programme of the country ,and for
discharging the Government's obligations under
international conventions which may be applicable.
It is said that this machinery can best be provided
through a wc-?ll organised maritime administration which
will £(lso be responsible ,under the direction of the
Ministry
in
charge of shipping ,for providing and
organising the appropriate facilities for the survey and
certification of ships ,education ,training ,examination
and certification of seamen.
In short ,one can assert
within

the

ambit

of

maritime

that

the

areas

affected

administration

are ;the

ownership ,registration ,management ,operations ,upkeeping

(1) Source: "Establishment and administration of maritime
affairs in
developing. countries"
,Lecture
notes
delivered at the World Maritime University ,Maimo ,1984.
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and maintenance? of the

national

shipping

fleet

,saft3ty

rules ,inspt3ction ,antipol lution regulations etc ...,and
also other related maritime? matters such as shipbuilding,
dry-docking ,port infrastructure ,equipment and operation,
shiprepairing ,maritime education
and
training
and
maritime labour. In addition to these
following tasks are also important :
-general
superintendence
shipping activities?
-manning of sihips

and

functions ,the

coordination

-inquires and investigations into shipping
casualties
-contingency planning for the combat of
pollution
-maritime search and rescue.

of

marine

2. ORSANISATION OF MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
It is true that in

every

country

having

shipping

activities there is a ministry that is expected to be
responsible for maritime matters. In some countries the
responsibilities are shared by several ministries. The
situation varies from one country to another ,depending on
the allocation of Government business and the priorities'
of the common man. However in most developing countries
shipping matters have not had the priorities that they
deserve and the concerned ministries also have to deal
with many other non maritime matters which are often given
more importance due to the simple fact that they affect
the common man in his day-to-day life. That is the case in
countries where maritime matters are looked after by the
ministry responsible for transport and communication. In
such case ,the ministry often may be preoccupied with
matters pertaining to road and air transport ,telephone
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and telecommunication
relatively neglected.

,while?

maritime

affairs

are?

If such a situation can prevail in coastal countries
where people have some maritime tradition and are supposed
to better understand the importance of shipping activities
it should be worse in landlocked countries such as
Burundi.
Therefore ,as stijted by Professor P.S .Vanchiswar ,
there is a vital need to fully understand the various
roles and functions to be undertaken in conviection
maritime affairs and the advantages of maritime

with

developm6?nt. The maritime administration should be able to
efficiently conceive and apply the right shipping policy
in order to maximise profit and minimise the cost of
shipping services for the benefit of the overall national
economy.

Therefore

as

mentioned

by

Professor

El

A.

Georgandopoulos C2)this ability requires an appropriate
structure apparatus ,which means a ccmpetcent and efficient
administrative body.
The role and functions of the maritime administration
have generally been pointed out ,taut their carrying out
irequires
an
efficient
organisation adapted to the
particular situation of the country. Accordingly, its
structure may vary from country to country ,but generally
the overall infrastructure of the administration would
depend ,as it is said C3) ,upon the nature and extent of
the duties and responsibilities involved ,which in turn
would depend upon the current stage of maritime
development, including pace at which the future
development is to proceed.
<!2) ,<3) Source : Lecture notes on "Development of maritime
infrastructure" ,delivered

at

the

World

University ,Malmo ,Sweden ,August '.1.984.
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Maritime'

Anyhow what is important is to ensure that the
infrastructure is capable of carrying out the essential
functions of a maritime administration. For the specific
case

of

Burundi ,we shall see how this administration is

organised and what could possibly be done to improve it.
It is the Ministry of Transport ,Post and
Telecommunications

which

is

actually

responsible

for

maritime affairs. As in other countries ,there is of
course a specialized sub-division especially dealing with
maritime matters ,either as decision maker or as advisory
administration to the Government. That is the Directorate
of Waterways which is similar to the Merchant Marine in
other countries.
This directorate was created by the Ministerial
ordinance 740/2S3 dated the fith of December 1977 (41
which d£?fines the structure and responsibilities of that
administration. The directorate comprises 4 services :
-administration ,responsible for personnel ,legal and
financia1 matters
—technical sjervice ,responsible for
and inspection of fishing vessels

survey

of

“inspection ,responsible for safety inspection
investigations into shipping casualties
—international transport service
,in
charge

ships
and
of

maritime policy ,international cooperation in the
field of shipping and implementation of international
f
maritime conventions.
The directorate is placed under the authority of the
Director General 'of the Ministry ,but is acting as the
Minister's advisor in-shipping matters.
The organisational structure is shown in the following
chart ;
(4) See Annex IV.
9?

Ministry of Transport 9,Post
and Telecommunications
Director General of the
Ministry
Director of Waterways
Administrative and
legal Service

Technical
Service

Inspection

Interviationa 1

Service

transport
Service

In the light of the aforementioned functions of the
Maritime Administration ,and according to my own experien
ce ,the following comments can be made

about

the

actual

organisiition :
-the ordinance organising the directorate has not
defined the power and responsibility of the Director ,and
is incomplete. Furthermore there is confusion in the com
petences of the Technical and Inspection services. This
unclear situation has sometimes resulted in overlaping and
competence conflicts. Therefore a more complete and clear
text is needed to solve these problems. In this respect I
will propose another organisation chart and broadly define
the responsibilities that should be devoted to each servi
ce. This will be done as a result the analysis of maritime
administrations in different countries.
-there is a lack of skilled maritime personnel,while
the sector is very technical. Therefore the carrying out
of the discribed functions becomes difficult. That is why
short and long term policies should be defined in view to
train the available manpower in maritime affairs ,while at
the same time qualified personnel should be recruited so
as to get an efficient staff coping with all responsibili
ties in the field of maritime administration.
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“the wording "Waterways Directorate" does not effi
ciently express the scope of responsibilities of a mariti
me administration. It should be moree meangful to call it
"Maritime Affairs Directorate"
The proposed structure is the following :
Ministry
Director of Maritime Affairs
Administrative and
Legal Service
Port
Off icer

Technical

International Transport

Service

service

Ships
Fishing vessels
Surveyors
Inspection

This chart is not a copy of,and does not look like
any other ,due to the particular situation of shipping
activities in Burundi ,with limited maritime activities,
the importance of the fleet and port activities. Neverthe
less I beleive that it covers the main functions that have
to be carried out by the Maritime Administration ,as the
responsibilities
of different services are described
hereafter.
—The administratiVB and legal service would deal
with all administrative ,legal and personnel matters ,ad
ministration ,finance ,legislation ,manning ,registration,
personnel and all general services.
-The technical service would
survey

and

be

responsible

for

inspection of ships ,port equipment and inve

stigation in ships casualties. It should employ

at

least

one port engineer ,one nautical surveyor and one engineer,.
-The international transport service
the same with the responsibilities.
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would

remain

It is hoped that the organisation structure will be
implemented and fit
could

be

trained

adequately
to

if

the

necess^iry

staff

be able to carry out the necessary

tasks. Considering the actual situation of the maritime
adminis-tration as regards the available staff and the
qualifications normally required to exercise different
functions ,the need for education and training can be
eveiluated as follows ;
--training of 2 maritime affairs administrators
-training of 1 port engineer
—education of 1 nautical surveyor and 1

ship

engi

neer
-training of executive technical staff.
But the result can not be achieved immediately ,use
should be made ,meanwhile ,of technical staff from other
ministries like Public Works and Planning, some work could
even be delegated to Claxssif ication Societies ,especially
if

high expertise is required ,for instance for survey of

ships for safety purpose.
Finally it is expected that the Maritime Administra
tion should be able to ;
-formulate maritime policy and legislation
—implement the formulated policy and legislation
—discharge its national and international obliga
tions, and
-promote maritime development.

3. MARITIME LEGISLATION
The purposes of a. maritime
Act)are the following s

legislation

(Shipping

“to encourage and regulate the orderly development
of shipping activities ,and provide for the qualifying of
persons employed on ships
--to regulate the terms and conditions of service
onboard ships in conformity with international conven
tions on the behalf to which the country adheres
“to provide for safety of passengers ,crews ,ships
and cargo ,in conformity with relevant internatio
nal conventions
“to contribute? to the
environment„

protection

of

the

marine

Some of these objectives are expressed in the
preambles of many Shipping Acts ,like the one of BARBADOS
which was adopted in 1982 (6). There it was
that the maritime legislation should be ;

understood

-regulatory ,by providing the necesary and adequa
te regulations regarding shipping activities ,and
“developmental ,in the form of participation in
the process of formulating the policy as regards maritime
development ,and deciding upon activities to be underta
ken in connection with such development. These develop
mental functions should be contributory to the overall
economic development of the country.
In order to cope with the subject ,it is conve
nient to diagnose the actual legislation so as to iden
tify its major weaknesses ,so that guidelines for a bet
ter adapted legislation can be formulated and proposed.
(.6) See P.S .Vanch iswar ,op cit ,page 52.
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The setting-up of a ni^tional Shipping Act in detai
led manner not being the aim of this paper ,I will just
mention the points that should be covered in such a
legislation.
After getting through the existing texts related to
maritime affairs ,one can find that there

are

two

main

reasons which actually justify the need for a new legis
lation ;
-As it was mentioned in the IMO report on the mari
time legislation of Burundi , the negative aspects of
that legislation are subsequent to its obsolescent cha
racter and to the changes of adm.inistrative and political
structures of the country. In fact ,most of the texts
were adoptcad during the? colonisation period (19Q8-19621
by the colonial masters. From 1916 Burundi was dominated
by Belgium ,under the same administration with Rwanda and
Zaire (formally Congo Kinshasa!. One of the effects of
that situation has been the application to Burundi of
laws which had been edicted for Congo. This is the case
for maritime provisions of which most of them have not
been changed so far. Not only have there been many chang
es in international shipping regulations ,but also the?
national administrative? eund political structures have
changed. There? is no longer comment to be made so as to
prove that the actual legislation is outdated. Therefore,
the formulation of a more
necessity
action.

relevant

one

is

a

pressing

and a prerequisite for any other developmental

“Under the existing legislation ,only the following
points are covered :
-administration and navigation
-investigation commission
—exploitation of the port of Bujumbura
-port regulations
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-naV igat ion reg u1at ions
--ships registration aind measurement
-ships repairs and maintenance
-international navigation on Lake Tanganyika
-water sports
—international conventions.
Without making a detailed analysis of the provi
sions ,one can easly see that some important aspects are
only partially covered ,and some others are not even
dealt with at all. I hereafter identify which points
should be stressed on and/or added. These are :
-definition of navigable waters
-registration of ships and seamen
-1icensing
-inspection and inspection of ships
-sh ips' mann ing
-harbour regu 1atiovis
-navigational aids
-life saving and fire fighting equipment
-fish ing vesse1s
-passenger vcsssels
-maritime search and rescue
—pollution matters
-maritime labour regulations;
-minimum requirements for seamen qualificatios
-maritime insurance
-shipowners' and shippers' associations„
Taking into consideration the aforesaid remarks ,a
framework for a new Shipping Act for Burundi is hereafter
proposed. Some of the elements were taken from the Kenyan
Merchant Shipping Act of 1968 ,and some others from the
Malawi Inland Waters Shipping Act, which offers the
advantage of the landlocked situation,similar to Burundi.
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BURUNDI SHIPPING ACT

I „ Pre1iminary
-Short title
-Interpretation
II

Registration of ships
-Vessels to be registered
-Ports of registry
-Registering authority
-Survey and measurement
-App 1icat ion fo r reg ist ry
Nationality and flag
Marking of ships nname ,Q ffic ia 1 number anc
oth0r pa rt iou 1a rs
-1ssue of ce rt ificate of xreg ist ry
-Durat ion and renewa 1 of cert ificate of reg ist ry
-Acqu is i tion o f sh ips
-Tejmporary pass for unregistered ships
-Registry of alteratiotis
-Change of port of registry ,shipowner,master

or

ship's name
-Mortgages
~Transf e?rs and t ransmiss ions;
—Closing of registry
-Issue of new certificate of registry and
fied copies •
-Registry of abandoned ships
-Registration of Government ships
-Registration fees
-Penalties
III. Licensing of vessels
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certi

-Application for licence
-Licensing authority
-Conditions,forms ,suspension and

revocation

of

1icence
-Duration of licence
-Penalty
IV. Masters ,officers and crews
-Vessels to be under command of a competent offi
cer
-Certificate of competence
-Shippivig masters
-Apprenticeship to the sea service
-Engagement of seamen
-Employment of children and young persons as sea
men
-Examination and certification of seamen
- Cance 11 at ion o f ce rt ificate
“Discharge- of seamen
-Payment of wages
-Advance and allotment of wages
-Right of seamen in respect of wages
-Mode of recovering wages
-Provision ,health and accommodation
-Penal and disciplinary procedure
VNavigation ,safety construction and equipment
-Declaration of navigable waters
-Lights ,sound and distress signals
-General safety provisions and responsibility
-Prevention of collisions and sailing regulations
—Radio and navigation aids
-Tannage and dimensions of vessels
-Pollution prevention
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VI. Harbour regulations
--Powers of hairbour master
-Control of ships in harbour
-Entrance in harbour
-Loading and unloading of cargoes
-Designation of harbour areas
-Warehousing - dangerous goods and guns
-Fire fighting operations
-Offenses and penalties
VII. Wrecks

-

marine

casualties

-

inspection

and

-Removal of wrecks
-Inspection of fishing vessels
-Investigation into shipping

casuailties

and

invest igat ions
-Receivers of wrecks

accidents on ships
-Jurisdiction
-Limitation of actions in civil proceedings
VIII. Arrest and detention of ships
-Causes
-Procedures
-Competent authority
IX.
X.

Particular provisions regarding passenger ships
Commercial maritime law
-Contracts concerning ships
1. Contracts of' affreightment
a) Carriage of goods
b) Freight
2. Contracts for use of ships
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a!) Pilotagc-3
b)towage
-Salvage
-Liability of shipowners
-Limitation of shipowners liability
-Liens
-Mortgages
-Co11isions
-Marine insurance
—General average
-Jurisdiction
-A rbritat ion
XI. General provisions
-Leisure; navigation
-Pollution combat
—Shipowners and shippers' associations
-International conventions and agreement
XII. Transitory dispositions.
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Part 1.1- DEVELOPMENT OF MARITIME AFFAIRS AND PROSPECTS
FROM THE LAW OF THE SEA..
In the first part of this paper ,I have been des
cribing the actua.l situation of maritime affairs in
Burundi. A diagnosis of the problems was made and solu
tions have been suggested to improve the existing inland
shipping activities.
If the economic development passes by the impro
vement of shipping services ,why not investigate to find
out whether a certain share can be gained in internatio
nal shipping. The question is to know if Burundi ,as
other landlocked countries ,has the right of access to
and from the sea. The answer is "yes" since the Interna
tional Community has declared the sea as being the common
heritage of mankind., Later on we ,we see how this right
could
effectively be exercised. We will discuss the
legal principles and the positive rights to be recognised
to land-locked countries. This is particularly important
because

some

c.ountries

may

not

be fully aware of the

rights they are entitled to enjoy.
While considering the ways and means of improving
the landlocked situation ,the freedom of transit to and
from the sea has to be recognised as an importaint fa.ctor..
For the purpose of this paper ,we will discuss
the provisions of the main international conventions dea
ling with landlocked countries ,and the implementation of
such conventions which are ,inter alia ;
-the 1921 Declaration, recognising the right
of States having no sea coast
-the 1965 Convention on transit

trade

of

to

flag

landlocked

countries
-the 1982 UN Conference on the Law of the sea.

Chapter 5- RIGHT OF LAND-LOCKED STATES TO AND FROM
THE SEA AND FREEDOM OF TRANSIT.
1. INTRODUCTION
This is the heading of article 125 *bf the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea Cl) which par
ticularly stressed the special interests and needs of
land-locked countries regarding the suitable use of the?
sea. It has been stated by R.R.Churchi11 and A.V.Lowe <2)
that ,as far as the law of the sea is concerned ,land
locked countries raise three main questions :
-the right of their ships to navigate? on the sea
-their right to access to marine resources
N -their access to the se?a. ^
It should be mentioned that nearly all the interna
tional laws dealing with these questions have been deve
loped since the erid of the First World War, in 1918. The
critical situation of land-locked countries has always
been a concern expressed by the International Community
in its efforts to reach a better world economic order. In
1921 ,for instance ,a declaration recognising the rvight
to flag of States having no sea coast was signed in Bar
celona (3). I will come back to it. Later on ,the General
Assembly of the Unnited Nations adopted the' Resolution

Cl) The Convention has been published by Dalhousie Ocean
Studies Programme in "New Directions in Ocean ,Pol icy
and Management" ,Dalhousie

University

University

Halifax -Neva Scotia - Canada ,1962.
C2) "The Law of the Sea",Manshester University Press,1983
C3) "Law of the Sea",p.395. Published by the Internatio
nal Ocean Institute ,Malta ,1985 , Rev. 1986.
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•102S CXI) on the land-locked States and expansion of
international trade which /'recognising the need of land
locked countries for adequate transit facilities in pro
moting international trade" ,invited "the Governments of
Member States to give full recognition to the needs of
land- lacked member States in matter of transit trade and
therefore ,to accord them adequate facilities in terms of
international law and practice in this regard ,bearing in
mind the future requirements resulting from the economic
development of land-locked countries" (4).
Another idea is developed in article 2 of the
International Convention on the High Seas which states,
inter alia ,that States situated between the sea and a
State having no sea coast shall ,by common agreemen with
the latter ,accord "to ships flying the flag of that staH.:.e treatment equal to that axccorded to their ships ,or to
ships of any other States as regards access to seaports
and the use of such ports."
Having said that ,I shall ,in the next points ,com
ment on what I have found as being the most important
international instruments in relation with the law of the
sea ,as far as land-locked countries are concerned.
2. DECLARATION RECOGNISING THE RIGHT TO FLAG OF STATES
HAVING NO SEA COAST ,BARCELONA ,April 20 ,1921.
In the document quoted under C4) it is said that
before the First World War ,States without a sea coast
could not claim a maritime flag. However ,as every vessel

(A) Source ; British Shipping Laws "International Mari
time Conventions" ,Volume 4 - Maritime Law ,
p.2918.
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must,in the interest of maintenance of law and order on
the open sea ,sail under the flag of a State. The issue
was raised in Switzerland ,where the Swiss Federal Coun
cil repeatedly declined to give permission to Swiss citi
zens to use the national flag at sea. In such circumstan
ces they were compelled to use the flag of some other
States. Nevertheless ,de jure recognition was given for
the first time to & land-locked State to claim and pos
sess a maritime flag.
Under the treaty of Versailles of 1919 ,the so cal
led "High Contracting Parties"agreed to recognise the
flag

flown

by

the

vessels

of an allied or associated

power having no seaboard. The vesssels in that case were
to be registered at a specified place situated within the
territory of the land-locked State ,which was to serve as
a port of registry. In this connection ,article 273 of
the Treaty of Versailles may be considE?red. Simirarly the
Treaty of Saint-Germain of 1919 ,and the Treaty of Treanon of 1920 ,granted to ail contracting powers the privi
lege of recog-nition of their respective flags.
It was in these circumstances that a couple of
years after the Treaty of Versailles ,the States which
had participated in the Conference on Communication and
Transit at Barcelona signed a declaration which incor
porated the provisions of the Peace Treaty. The text of
the Barcelona Declaration is reproduced below :
"The undersigned, duly authorised for the purpose ,
declare that the States which they represent recog
nize the flag flown by the vessels of any State
having no sea coast which are registered at some one
specified place situated inits territory ,such place
shall serve as the port of registry of such vessels."
(5)See:International Maritime Conventions ,op cit,p.291S„
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At- this stage ,it would be appropriate to mention
that nowadays, not only the established maritime powers
with suitable acces to the sea, have? created and expanded
their merchant marines, taut an increasing number of
land-locked countries have become maritime nations. For
instance in 1983 ,Switzerland,Chechoslovakia and Hungary
had 318,000 ;184,000 and 179,000 gross tonnage respecti
vely. (6) This can be recognised as a result of the Barce
lona Declaration.
However,,land-locked countries Cat least some of
them) still experience some problems deprived from their
situation. Hereafter 1 will discuss these problems ,and
then we shall see what the intc-?rnationa 1 conventions pro
vide as remedies.
3. TRANSIT PROBLENS OF LANDLOCKED COUNTRIES
It was stated by A. Mpazi Sinjela C7) that States
having no direct access to and from the sea are described
£^s land-locked ,a geographic status which places these
countries in a severe disadvantageous positiovi relatively
to their coastal counterparts. For land-locked nations,
access to the sea is dependent upon their ability to pass
through one or more countries of transit. The availabili
ty of suitable transport facilities is normally subject
to little or no control by the land-locked States, and
countries of transit sometimes have their strategic posi
tion as an economic or political lever against land-loc-

C6) Source: Lloyd's Register

of

shipping,

"Statistical

table 1986,
<7)See:"Land-locked States and the UNCLOS Regime" , p.39.
Ocean Publications. INC/ London.Rome.New York.
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ked neighbours. Occasionally ,transit has been denied or
made too costly ,thereby forcing the land-locked country
to seek alternate routes or means for the transport of
goods to and from the sea. It may also happen that tran
sit goods of land-locked countries are subject to seizu
re for the satisfaction of orders issued in States of
transit ,and routine impositions on external trade of
land-locked include the levy of heavy customs duties for
simple movement of goods through the teritory of the
transit State.,as well as cumbersome and costly formali
ties and procedures. The consequence of this situation is
additional costs ,delays and risks of damage to the goods
ivi transit to or from land-locked countries.
These are some of the burdens worsening the preca
rious economic situation of many developing land-locked
countries. In this respect ,a report by UNCTAD Secreta
riat has concluded that the "lack of territorial access
to

the

sea

,aggraved

by

remotness and isolation from

world markets and the greater difficulties and

costs

of

international transport services ,appear to be one of the
major causes of their relative poverty ,and a serious
constraint to their future economic and social develop
ment." (8)
Given these facts ,it is obvious that a better
regulatory rs§!gime i needed so as to improve the landloc
ked situation ,especially for the developing countries
concerned. That is why the Convention on transit of
land-locked States was prepared and signed in New York,
18 July 1965. The preamble to this convention recalls one
of the United Nations objectives, which is to promote the
C8) Source : "Development and International Economic Coo
peration" .Report of the
7

UN

GOAR

,
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UN.Doc.

Secretary-General,
A/1Q203

<1975:).

conditions of economic progress and solution of inter
national economic problems. The recognition of free?
access to the sea should be considered as "an essential
principle of international trade and economic develop
ment." t:9)
3. THE NEW YORK CONVENTION ON TRANSIT TRADE OF LAND
LOCKED STATES C8,July 1965)
The efforts of the International Community to sol
ve the transit problems of land-locked countries culmina
ted in the above mentioned conventiori.Th is convention
establishes

that freedom of transit shall be granted for

traffic in transit and means of transport. The Third Uni
ted Nations conference on the Law of the Sea has defined
"traffic in transit" as meaning transit of persons ,bag
gages ,goods and means of transport across the territory
of one or more transit States ,when the piassage across
such territory ,with or without transhipment,warehousing,
breaking bulk or change in the mode of transport ,is only
a portion of a complete journey which begins or termina
tes within the territory of a land-locked State. The
means of transport include ;
-railway.rolling stock ,sea ,lake and river craft
and road vehicles
-where local conditions so require
pack animals.(10) In particular
Convention emphasises

,porters and
,the New-York

the following points:

(9) Source: "Law of the Sea" ,op cit , p. 395.
(10) Source: UNCLOS III .article 124.
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-the Q ta1igat ion for t rans it States to ta ke me asu.res
necessary to avoid delays or restrictions of traffic in
transit
--the provision of adequate means of transport

£^nd

hand

ling equipment for the movement of traffic
-the safeguarding of the position of countries enjoying
greater rights than theses provided in the convention
—the recognition of essential security interests of
countries of transit in eKceptional cases where the prin
ciple of freedom of transit shall be observed to the
u tmost pQss ib 1e e k tent
-the need for effective cooperation between the landloc
ked and the transit States„ This could be commented by
quoting the following observation made by John Fried (10)
"Transit trade involves many goods ,many individual
transactions and innumerable detaiIs.Problems ,mi
stakes ,complications ,misunderstandings are bound
to crop up„The important principle here stipulated
is that these day-to-day matters be dealt with
simply jdirectly and with as little red tape as
passible.Disputes should nipped in the bud.There
should ,for example,be no need
F-oreign

for

Embassies

and

Offices to exchange notes about them. Hence

the key-wo'rd here is cooperation between the "com
petent authorities",meaning the officials on both
sides (or conceivably more than two sides) who
actually deal with these matters.They can greatly
improve transit trade and facilitate their own work
by cooperating with their counterparts in quickly
eliminating delays and difficulties on their wor
king level"
(10) See:"The 1965 Convention on Transit Trade of Land—
locked States" ,6 Indian J .Int,1 L .9 ,19 (1966).
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In this connsction ,it might be? appropriate to
mention
the existing joint commission between Taunzania
and BLirundi, This commission is composed of re present a^ti-V es from both cou.nt ries and dea 1s w ith pro b 1em's which
CDften aurise in the process of transit of goods. It is
only competent of making recommendaitions to the Govern
ments concerned ,regarding the appropriate measures to be
taken so as to improve the conditions of transit for the
benefit of the trade. It is my opinion that the commissiovT has not been given enough power to efficiently carry
out its responsibilities. It should be, for instance ,em
powered to hear complaiints ,to reviesw the adopted measui:'e5 and e;nact thie appro prib.te regu 1at ions acco rd ing 1y .
,B.THE THIRD UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON THE LAW
OF THE SEA Cl9825
It was stated by A.Npazi Sinjejla (121 that despite
its hopeful signs ,the practical impact of the 1965
N£?w-York ConVention has been 1imited ,for isw colantries
of transit have signed or ratified it. Land-locked countr ies have noted this fact ,and conti nued to seek so1utions at the Thircf United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea.
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea was opened for signature in Nontego Bay ,Jamaica on
10 December 1982, after fourteen years; of work. In fact,
the United Nations Conferences on the Law of the Sea held
in Geneva in 1958 and 1960 had accentuated the need for a
new and generally acceptable convention on the law of the

(12)See:"Land locked States and the UNCLOS Regime",op cit.
p.p.57-58.
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The 1982 Conference had to establish a
could

convention

which

give particular consideration to special interests

au-id needs of developing countries ,especially
countries.lt was esxpressed that the use of

landlocked
the

oceans

the exploration and exploitation of its resources should
be carried out for the benefit of mankind as a whole ,ir
respective of the geographical location of the State.
The convention contains various
dispositions
regarding sea-bed resources ,coastal States ,archipelagic
States 5 ilands and landlocked States. It aims at the
establishment of a comprehensive regime regulating the
diffesrent uses of the sea ,in order to contribute to the
global effort of achieving a "just and equitable economic
order" governing the ocean space.
Stating that the sea constitutes a common herita
ge of mankind ,the convention tends to establish an
international equity by giving landlocked (and geogra
phically disadvantaged) States access to the living and
non living resources of the high seas ,as well as the
exlusive economic 2 ones of their neighbouring coastal
States ,and facilities for transit and transportation of
their foreign trade.
The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law
the?

Sea

was

a

of

result of e?fforts to provide principle??

governing the rights of landlocked countries ,in a single
inte?rnational binding legal

instrument.

The

provisions?

are contained in a\rticles 124 to 132 ,which can be sum
marised as? follows C13) :
—article 12)4 defines the terms used in the convention
-article 125 establishes the general principles of access

(13) See also:"Landlocked States and the UNCLOS
op cit , p. 57-58.
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Regime",

and free transit- ,for the express purpose of enjoying the
rights provided in the convention ,included those related
to the freedom of the high seas. The same article provi
des that transit States shall take "all measures necessry" in protection of their legitimate sovereign inte
rests „
—article 126 excludes application of the most^favourednation clause to privileges accorded under the conven
tion ,but also immunises all agreements granting special
rights of access or facilities based on the geographic
position of landlocked states.
-article 127 exempts traffic in transit from customs
duties ,taxes or other charges ,with exception of fees
levied for specific services rendered. In addition to
thcit ,the means of transport in transit and facilities
provided for landlocked countries are not subject to tax
es or other charges higher than those levied on means
transport of the transit State.

of

-article 128 allows the provision of free,zones or other
customs facilities at ports of entry and exit in the
transit State when agreed upon by the States concerned,
-article 129 importunes transit States to cooperate with
their landlocked neighbours in construction or improve
ment of means of transport in transit State.
-article 130 obligates transit States to take all appro
priate? measures to avoid delays or other difficulties of
a technical nature for the traffic in transit.If necessa
ry ,both States should cooperate for their expedious eli
mination .
—article 131 recommends treatment for ships flying the
flag of landlocked States equal to that accorded to other
foreign ships in maritime ports.
-article 132 provides for continuous operation of exi
sting facilities greater than those mandated by the con73

vent.ion if the parties so desire ,and granting of greater
fac i .1it ies in the? fu.tij.re is nd t prec .1uded
The effectiveness of the international regula
tions provided in the law of the sea will depend very
much on the number of ratifications by caostal States in
general and,on an individual basis ,on the good faith of
each transit State,
As fear as good faith is concerned, it can be said
that the right recognised to transit States to take all
necessary measures to protect their legitimate sovereign
interests (article 125) can be used as an argument to
effectively negate those rights of landlocked countries ,
especially as regards transit facilities.
Special agreements providing explicit details of
the obligations and rights of the parties need to be
concluded on the basis of the general principles laid
down in the convention . Such g reements wol.;1d fiave more
binding force than the convention itself.
It is also my bceleif that only good cooperation
between transit States and their neighbouring landlocked
States can allow the latter to achieve better results
while trying to find solutions to problems derived from
their unfavouirable geographical situation.

J
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Chaptei? 6 - IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

LAW/OF
/

THE

SEA.

/

The rights actually recognised to landlocked
countries by the International Community ,through the
different legal instruments discussed in chapter 5,can be
summarised as fallows :
-the right of free access to and from
or freedom of transit
-rights related to
other facilities

customs

duties

the
,taxes

sea,
and

“free zones and other customs facilities
-naV igat iona 1 rights
-access to maritime ports
-access to marine resources.,
I will discuss how these rights can be exercised by
1and1ocked countries and what the expected benef its for
t he 1a11 e r are. I w i 11 a Iso po int out the d ifficl!11 ies o f
implementing the relevant international coviventions for
full exercise of the rights listed above.
1. THE RIGHT OF FREE ACCESS TO AND FROM THE SEA
It is the basic right from which all the others
derive. It was the purpose of the 1965 New-York Conven
tion on transit trade of landlocked countries that tran
sit States should grant free and unrestricted transit to
their neighbouring landlocked States. In article 2 of
this convention it is said that freedom of transit should
be granted for traffic in transit and means of transport.
The measures taken by contracting States for regulating
and forwarding traffic across their territory shall faci
litate the transit on routes in use mutually acceptable
by both parties. Furthermore ,no discrimination shall be
exercised which is based on the place of origin,departu75

'e, entry, exit or destination ,the ownership of the
place of registration or flag of
goods, the shipownes
vessels, land vehicles or other means of transport used.
As stated by A.Mpasi Sinjela (1),landlocked Sta
tes could seek agreement with transit States for the
grant of international servitudes, these are defined by
Reid (2) as being "real rights whereby the territory of
one State is made liable to permanent use by another Sta
te for some purpose." It is said that such servitudes
might include the actual grant of a corridor linking the
landlocked country with the sea ,or a right to use? exi
sting rail ,road or rive?r systems on a permanent basis.
Once granted ,the? servitudes attain ,in international la'w
,an existence independent of the aigreement which
if:,

,so

that

created

it is not abolished with the? cance?lling of

th e ag reement.
In the specific case of Burundi ,I
the first chapter concerning exte?rnail trade

mentioned in
and routes,

two major corridors are? identified ; the northern cor
ridor to and from Mombasa Port, and the central corridor
linking the port of Bujumburai to thatt of Dar-es-Saiaam.
The southern corridor deals only with inlarnd transport
for the regional trade. Therefore, the question of free
dom of transit for the Burundian traffic is concerned
only with the northern and central corridors.
On the northern corridor such right is to be recog
nised by all the transit States ,namely Kenya,Uganda and
Rwanda, By the "Northern Corridor Transit Agreement",the

Cl) See:"Land locked States and the UNCLOS R^gime",p.59 ,
C2) H .D .Reid,"International Servitudes in law and practi
ce.", 11 C1932),Cquoting H .Lanterpacht,"private law and
analogies to International law",121 C1927).
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the? signing States (Burundi and the aforesaid

countries)

committed themselves to offe^r facilities to the? traffic
in transit through their respective territories„ However,
this agreement appears to be? an instrument of

harmonisa--

tion of administrative regulations (3) rather than pro
viding for real facilities to the traffic in transit, as
we shall see in the following points.
Concerning the central corridor, there is no formal
agreement actually in force between Burundi and Tanzania.
But one can recall the 1921 Conveention between Britain
and Belgium, which
was denounced by the Tanzanian
Government after the independence of their country. By
this convention ,Britain had undertaken not to charge any
transit dues ,nor to cause? any delays or' unnecessary
restrictions ,and to give the same? treatment as that
accorded to the British themselves with respect to char
ges, facilities and other re?lated matters to Belgian per
sons, mail, goods, ships, railway carriages, and trucks
in transit from the port of Dar-es-Salaam to Rwanda-Lirundi and the Be?lgian Congo. It was further provided that
goods in transit should be exempt from all customs or
other similar duties. Free zones were also provided' in
the? ports of Dar-es-Salaam and Kigoma ,for the transit
cargo to and from the landlocked countries of the sub-re
gion. As the agreement is no longer applicable as such,
Burundi should seek and negociate a new convention with
Tanzania in accordance with the provisions of the law of
the sea which, although not yet in force, has become part

(3) In fact ,the agreement essentialy deals with simpli
fication of customs procedures, standardization of docu
mentation ,road capacity ,reduction of transit charges,
communication, insurance and safety of goods in transit.
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of vhat can be called "International Customary LaWn"
2. RIGHTS RELATED TO CUSTOMS DUTIES,TAXES AND
OTHER CHARGES
It is true that some landlocked countries are com
pounded by heavy customs duties levied by transit States
on their goods in transit. It is clear that the objective
is to control and regulate the flow of goods entering or
leaving the country. However, it should be understood
that transit goods do not pose any threat to this objec
tive since they are destinated to markets in the landloc
ked country (import) or abroad (export). That is why no
customs duties should be levied ovi them, and even those
charcjes due for services rendered should be of preferen
tial rates in view to reduce tra^nsport costs which have
to be born by the landlocked country. The same treatmentshould be reserved to means of transport in transit. This
idea is expressed in the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea, whose article; 127 provides that
"traffic in transit shall not be subject to any
customs duties, taxes and other charges except
charges levied for specific services rendered
in connection with such traffic. Means of
transport in transit a^nd other facilities pro
vided for and by landlocked States shall not be
subject to taxes or charges higher than those
levied for the use of means of transport of the
transit State,"
The idea of exempting goods in transit from
customs duties is also reflected in article V of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in the followig terms :
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"....traffic coming from or going to the ter
ritory
of contracting parties....shal1 be
exempt from customs duties and from all tran
sit duties or other charges imposed in respect
of transit ,exept charges for
or
those commensurate with

transportation
administrative

expenses entailed by transit or with the
of services rendered."
With regard to transit charges, it should be

cost
noted

that Burundi still pays transit dues (4% of GIF value)for
the cargo passing through the northern corridor C4),while
both Burundi and Kenya have signed the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade. This charge should, logically, be
abolished, since it is unjustified and contrary to the
aforesaid agreement.
3. FREE ZONES AND OTHER CUSTOMS FACILITIES
When goods iri transit have to wait for transfer to
another mode of transportation, or when there is shortage
or breakdown of vehicles, or if there is congestion in
port resulting in slow turn-round ,goods have to wait in
storage areas until the next transhipment opjeration takes
place. Such situations may be costly for landlocked Sta
tes if they have to pay for use of storage facilities.
That is the reason why it was agred by the signatories of
the 1965 Convention on transit trade of landlocked coun
tries that "transit States shall grant conditions of sto
rage at least as favourable as those granted to goods
coming or going to their own countries." (article 6)
Taking into consideration the particular

(4) See also table 5.
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situation

of land.locked States, article 128 of the new Convention
on the Law of the Sea recommends that "for conveenience of
traffic in transit, fre?e rones or other customs facili
ties may be provided at the ports of entry and exit in
the transit States, by agreement between those States and
the landlocked States."
Article 8 of the Convention on Transit Trade of
Landlocked States goes further by adding that "facilities;
of this nature may also be provided for the benefit of
landlocked States in other transit States which have no
sea-coast or sea-ports." That would be the case for faci
lities which may be accorded to Burundi by Uganda and
Rwavida, which also are landlocked countries, but transit
territories for Bu.ri.indi trade to or from Mombasa Port
From the dispositions of the conventions aibove
mentioned, it is clear that there is no legal obligation
for transit States to grant free ron€?s for the traffic in
transit. The granting of such facilities, their building,
equipment and operation should be subject to an agreement
between the landlocked and the transit States concerned.
For the time being, Burundi is negociating with
Tanzania for facilities in the ports of Dar-es-Salaam and
Kic5 oma,in replacement of those which were provided in the
1921 Convention concluded between Britain and Belgium.
With Kenya, Uganda and Rwanda, there is a transit agree
ment but which, as already mentioned, does not provide
for any free zone. It is important for Burundi to obtain
such facilities for storage in the port of Mombasa, as
well as for building service stations in other transit
countries (Uganda and Rwanda)
,strategically placed on
the route. Transport vehicles could then call at these
stations to be serviced and, when necessary, repaired.
The granting of these facilities should be included in
the "Northern Transit Corridor Agreement."
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In addition to the above mentioned facilities,
the recjLilar flow of goods should be facilitated by adop
ting a simplified clearing system for goods in transit.
It is provided that cumbersome formalities, procedures
and documentation result in long transit time, and very
often goods suffer damages and losses during customs
checkings.
Concerning procedures and documentation with
regard to customs, it has been recommended in the Conven
tion on Transit Trade of Landlocked Countries (article 5.)
that administrative and customs measures shall be applied
to permit the carrying out of free, uninterrupted and
continuous traffic in transit. When necessary, negociations should be undertaken to agree ovi measures that
ensure and facilitate the said traffic. Simplified docu
mentation and procedure Sihould apply for the whole jour
ney, including transhipment, warehousing, breaking bulk
and change in mode of transport. In this connection, it
was rightly stated by A.Mpasi Sinjela (5) that
"since goods for international trade are hand
led by more than one country, internationali
sed, simple standard form documents are highly
desirable and should be used in all customs in
transit. If this were to be done, documents
would become familiar enough to officials
handling such goods,so that they will speed up
the processing of goods, and eliminate many
errors, such as sending goods to wrong desti
nations ."
Trying to help in solving the problem, the UNCTAD
Secretariat has made a simple standard and straight for
ward document called "CUSTOMS TRANSIT DECLARATION". Copy
(5) See : A.Mpazi Sinjela, op cit ,p. 63.
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of this document is shown in annex 5~ A similar document
was proposed and accepted for use by the States signatoiries of the Northern Transit Corridor Agreement., It is
hoped that the implentation of the document by the diffe
rent countries

concerned

will

facilitate

considerably

the traffic in transit.
4. NAVIGATIONAL RIGHTS
Before 1914, ships of a landlocked State did not
have the right to sail on the sea under the flag of that
State. It was understood that since the latter had nei
ther maritime
po r ts nor war sh ips , it cou1d not ve rify
the nat iona 1ity
o f me rchant sh,ips o re xe rc ise
e ffect ive
control over them.
This situaition is no longer prevailing; landlocked
Stat£?s have got the same navigational rights as coastai.l
StateEi. Indeed, it was stated by R „R .Church i 11 and A.V.
Lowe (6) that under the treaty of Versai 11 eE>,1919 (artic
le 273) and the other peace; treaties concluded at the end
of the FLirst World War, the parties agreed to recogniise;
the flag flown by vessel?; of a landlocked party which
were rejgistered
at a. specified place in
its te;rritory,
which was to serve a port of registry ofsuch vesels. The
right thus accorded to some; landlocked States was put on
a more general footing in the Declaration recognising the
right to a Flag of States having no sea-coast, adopted at
the 1921 League of Nations Conference on Communications
and Transit.
Although the possibility exists, not many landloc
ked countries have established merchant fleets

(6) Source ; "The law of the Se’a

, p.279.

operating on the open sea. Up to 1983 , only eight

land

locked States (Austria, Bolivia, Chechoslovakia, Hungsiria,Mali, Paraguay, Switherland and Uganda! possessed
merchant fleets, and so exercised their navigational
rights (7). Each State should be aware of its right to
grant nationality to ships that are, under the national
law, entitled to be registered under its flag. This would
enable it to police the activities of such ships, their
crew and passengers, and also to participate, if desirab
le, in other ocean activities. At the same time nationals
actually operating shipping services under foreign flags,
could invest in the country for the benefit of the natio
nal economy as a whole.
5. ACCESS TO MARITIME PORTS
It has to made cle^air that there is no shipping
without ports, because offshore activities always need a
connection to the shore. That is why it should be unde^rstood that the right to navigate through the teritorial
sea and the exlusive economic zone and on the high seas,
wuld be of a limited benefit to a landlocked country if
it does not have the right to use ports of a coastal Sta
te. The access to such ports should enable ships of such
landlocked country to benefit from the facilities normal
ly accorded to ships flying the flag of the coastal
te „

Sta

In this connection, it may be interesting to quo
te the following statement of the representative of Uru
guay at the 1968—1973 United Nations Seabed Committee :

(7) Source: "The Law of

the

S3

Sea”

9

op

o it

279.

"States situated between the sea and a State
having no sea-coast should guarantee the lat
ter State free transit through their territo
ries, grant a.ppropriate faci 1ities and accord
to the ships of that State treatment equal to
that accorded to their own ships as regards
access to s e a p o r t s C 8 ) Nevertheless, this equal treatment needs to be
provided in bilateral or multilateral agreements between
the landlocked and coastal States. Otherwise application
should be made of the 1923 Convention and Statute on the
IntBrnat iona 1 Reg ime of Mar itime Ports , which provide■•5
that treatme?nt to be accorded, in maritime ports, to
ships flying landlocked States'flags is that accorded to
ot eE' fo re ign sh ips .
In the proposal of Ecuador, Panama and Peru to the
aforesaid Seabed Committee, it was stated that landlocked
states should have such preferential regime as they may
agree upon with the neighbouring coastal States. For this
purpose, coastal States should guarantee neighbouring
landlocke^d States equal treatment in the use of maritime
ports (.9') . The sa\me idea is expressed in atrticle 131 of
the new Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982?. But, of
course,ships of these countries could, according to
article 132, benefit from greater facilities. In fact it
is to be noted that, more than others, ships of landloc
ked countries need to enjoy preferential treatment as
they have to use foreign ports as their bases where they
get repair facilities, bunkers,...and shore based admi-

C'S) See: SHIGERU ODA,"The law of the sea in our times-II"
Sijthoff Publication on Ocean Development ,
(9:) See: SHIGERU ODA , op cit , p„ 299.
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p.

300.

nistration„ Therefore it is vital

to

negotiate

special

agreement which would include all the necessary services
to be provided to ships.
6. ACCESS TO MARINE RESOURCES
It is the publication of "Mare Liberum" in Novem
ber 16DS which marked a signal turning point for the law
of the sea. In this remarkable work, Grotius expressly
asserted that oceans were free and open to all peoples.
He contended that any State or Government possessed any
legal right to appropriate the ocean or restrict the
right of access to it. Indeed... "the sea is common to
all, because it is so limitless that it
can not became the possession of any one,
and because it is adapted to the use of
all, whether we consider it from the point
of view of navigation or fisheries."(101
The aforesaid statcament is actually valid for all
the uses of the sea, including the exploration and
exploitation of marine resources (minerals, oi1,fish,,..1
as it is provided in the new law of "the sea (part IX ,
section 2Principles governing the areal.
(111

It was mentioned by R.R.Churchi11 and A.V. Lowe
that the question of access of landlocked (and geo

graphically disadvantaged 1 Staites to marine resources has
three main aspects : the access of such States to the
resources

of

the

high .seas, the role of such States in

(101 Source: "Ocean Development and International Law"
Vol .5
1985,
The Journal of Marine Affairs.
Daniel S .Cleiver.Editor, Crane Russak ,New-York
(111 Source: "The Law of the Sea" ,op cit ,
p. 280.,
p.
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the internatiana. 1 seabed regimis, and the access of such
States to the resoLsrces of the exclusive economic zonon
It should be noted that these States have never sought
access to the resources of the territorial sea of other
States, presumably because this zone is part of a coastal
State's territory,and thus other States have never been
accorded any general right of access to its resources.
As regards the access to the high seas' resour
ces, article 2 of the High Seas Convention and article 87
of the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention provide that free
dom of the high seas may be exercised by all Staites,
whethEjr coastal or landlocked. This means that landloc
ked States are also entitled to exploit living resources
of the high seas, as well as non-living seabed resources.
I will not elaborate on the ways and means of
effective participation of landlocked countries in this
exploitation. However, I find it relevant to mejntion that
in 1969 the United Nations General Assembly concluded to
the establishment of an equitable international regime
which would.regulate "the exploration and exploitation of
the resources of the seabed and ocean floor, and the sub
soil thereof, for the benefit of mankind as a whole,
irrespective of geographical location of States, taking
into account the special interests and needs of develo
ping countries, whether landlocked or coastal
i;i2)
Concerning the international seabed regime, it
should be observed that the law of the sea contains a
number of provisions (such as article 148) specifically
aimed at safeguarding the interests of landlocked coun-

(’
12) See: Ross D.Ecket,"The enclosure of Ocean Resources"
p.Al. (quoting the 1969 UN General Assembly, First Com
mittee, 24th Session, Item 32, Doc.A/7834 , p. 15.
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tries, by recommending the promotion of their participa
tion in marine activities, having due regard to their
special interests and needs. Article; 160 of the same con
vention requires the Assembly of the International Seabed
Authority to give special consideration

to

their

prob

lems »
The provisions regarding the high seas are simi
lar to those concerning the access of landlocked States
to resources in the exlusive economic zone of their
neighbouring coastal States. It should, however, be noted
that the terms and modalities of participation of such
countries are to be fixed by the States conce;rned through
bilateral,
sub-regional
or
regional
arrangements.
A special stress is to be put on fishing, as
it is generally the most important activity. It is said
that coastal States should accord to their neighbouring
landlocked States,"but which belong to the same sub-re
gion, preferential treatment over third States with
regard to fishing rights in their 200-territoria1 sea"
(131. In the proposal submitted by Canada, India, Kenya
amd Sri Lankat ait the 1968-1973 United Nations Seabed Com
mittee ('.lA;),it was proposed that nationals of a develo
ping landlocked State should enjoy the privilege to fish
in the exclusive fishery rone of the adjoining coastal
State on the basis of equality. Similar proposals were
submitted by many other countries including China and

14

other African countries C151 . Finally it was proposed
that the States of a region or sub-region should promote

C13ia<14!> Source: Shigeru Oda , op cit , p.300
(15) Algeria, Cameroon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Liberia,
Madagascar, Mauritius, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Soma
lia, Sudan, Tunisia, and Tanzania.
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consultations and nejgociations in respect of
in all marine matters.

D o p e r a tio n

In conclusion, I can say that the objective in
this second part of my paper, was to show what rights
a
landlocked country can claim and exercise while willing
to develop its maritime activities.At same time, the conditions of transit of its international trade will be
improved. For this purpose, I have first evoked and com
mented the generi^l principles of the Law of the Sea con
cerning landlocked countries. The rights and interests of
these countries have been discussed, especially
as
regards s
-free access to and from the sea. which includes
freedom of transit for goods, passengers and means
of transport, as well as the facilities of
port and communication to be provided;

trans

-equality of treatment in ports of transit States;
-free access to the? international
beyond national jurisdiction;

seabed

area

-particular interests and needs of developing
landlocked countries in the international ocean
regime,and
-rights and interests of landlocked countries in
respect
of
exploitation
of
sea resources.
Whenever necessary,
particular
reference
to
Burundi has been made, regarding the rights to be negociated, and eventually claimed vis a vis the transit Sta
tes concerned. Finally, a special stress has been put on
the importance of bilateral or multilateral agreemnts
which, 1 beleive, are the best way to 'reduce the obstac
les to the country's international trade.
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SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS

In the light of what has been discussed in this
paper,the title "Towards the development of maritime
affairs in Burundi"-has been chosen. In fact,my objective
in that was to analyse the situation of shipping and
related activities regarding external trade of the coun
try. In this connection I have made a diagnosis of the
problems

and

difficulties

encountered

at the level of

port tmd fleet infrastructure, equipment, administration
and management. I have also tackled the problem of mari
time administrative
1eg islation.

inf raistructure

and

inappropriate

To summarize, the major problems experienced by
Burundi in the field of inland shipping are the follo
wing;

“insufficient awareness of the importance of
maritime? activities at national level;
-lack of infrastructure and equipment;
-lack of financial capabilities;
-shortage of skilled personnel;
-inadequate administrative inf rastructure;
-outdated maritime legislation,and
-non involvement of the administration in the

evolution of international standards.
All these problems have been identified and dis
cussed in my survey; suggestions, proposals and guideli
nes have been elaborated to the extent of what can pos
sibly be done to improve the actual situation. The con
crete actions to be taken will be recalled in
mendations .

my

recom

I have also tackled the problem of transit which
actually constitutes a considerable hindrance to the pro
motion of the country's external trade, and a heavy bur89

den to the national economy« In this respect, I have men
tioned the transit problems faced by landlocked coun
tries in general, and the specific situation of Burundi.
The analyfsis of the relevant provisions of the
law of the sea has shown what the rights to be recog
nised to a landlocked State are, and how these rights;
should be exercised in respect of freedom of transit and
the facilities to be granted, access to seaports, naviga
tion and access to the resources of the seaFor the time being, Burundi needs to be accor
ded more transit rights sind facilities in different tran
sit States, so as to facilitate the transit of its, externa 1 tra;de . The qliestion of partici. pation in ocean activi
ties shall be looked at as a possible future development
which may be initiaited as soon ais the opportunity occurs
(either the Government - or its national Is - decides to
participate in such asctivities, or to open a registry for
foreign investors who would like to operate under the
count ry ‘•a- flag.

the

In short, this paper is an essay to diagnose
situation of maritime aiffairs in Burundi and to pro

pose remedies to the problems encountered, aand also to
show the possibility of developing the aforesaid activi
ties. Such development, £5specially in the field of mari
time transport, shall be a key factor in the promotion of
the country's external trade. And as it was recognised by
UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop
ment) , international trade is both one of the generators
of economic growth and one of the main consequences. In
other words, growth occurs when trade is created, and
growth itself creates trade. Since trade can not occur
without provision of transport means, it is clear that
the supply of efficient transport is an essential element
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of the development process.
It is understood that maritime activities play
a very important socia-economic role, since their promo
tion shall generate the following main returns ;
-providing Ibour opportunities and, therefore,
improvement of social welfare;
-promotion of related activities or industries;
-promotion of the country's foreign trade, and
-contribution to the economic growth and the
national balance of payments.
To achieve the above mentioned objectives,

the

following ideas should be considered:
1) Due to the importance of maritime activities in the
country's E^conomy, the Government should consider ths;
maritims; sector as avu of the priorities in the overall
national planning. This would be done by providing more
financ ia 1 ca pa bi 1it ies Ctlirough the budget ing

mechan ism)

for thiE? development of maritime inf re-structure.
2) I havE’ mention6!d th£\t the maritime legislaition was out
dated and incomplete. The^refore, updating it should be
considered as an urgent matter. I have already identified
the weaknessess of the existing legislation, and guideli
nes have been provided for the setting up of a new one.
3) ReorganisaHrion of the Maritime Administration accor
ding to the structure and functions described in thiia
paper.
4!) Education and training of personnel at both staff and
management levels. As it was found, lack of personnel i?.=>
a general handicap to efficient operation and management,
and also to any development action, so this matter
deserves a high priority.
5!) While the country is willing to develop its maritime?
sector, the membership of the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) and the adaption and implementation of
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relevant international conventions are very important
factors, because it could then seek for international
technical assistance■
6) Reinforcement of bilateral and regional cooperation.
We have seen that the solutions to transit problems and
the right of access to seaports, to the sea and its
resources can better be guaranteed by an effective coope
ration. To this end, it has been proved that special
agreements between landlocked and transit States can
aillow to achieve better results. Therefore, Burundi
should always look for better cooperation with neighbou
ring trainsit States.
In conclusion, I should admit that this paper
does not spell an end to the problems experienced by
Burundi in the field of maritime affairs and transit. It
should rather be viewed as an attempt to identify the
major problems and propose what, in my opinion, could bee
the solutions to overcomie them. I think that the actions
proposed a^nd the recommendations made asre realistic aind
feas ib1e enoug h .
Finally, I hope that follow-up actions will be
taken accordingly, and that further studies and comments
will be made to contribute to the developmient of maritime
affairs in Burundi,
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ANNEXE I V

OHDOKKA.KCE

K«...7<»0.... /a43^»»«./PU 5 D^cwtubr* 1977*-

lORTAKT CRGAKISATIOK DU DEPAHTLH£>;T DES VtiH-3 MAKlTlUKS

L« Miblctr* dm* Tr*xi*port* *t

l*Aizx>nautiqu«,

Vu !• difbr*t-Iol B* 1/186 da 26 Kor««&br« 1976 portvjit oTQmnluatlon
dm* pouvoir* liplslAlif at riglMifmtair*|
'

Vu 1« dicrat 100/..,..*du..«.«portaLnt organisation dm* tmtvLcms
»'v

do l*Adcinistration dc Hiniatir* das Transports et da l*Aeron£>utique{
■

’

R a m l*ordannanca n*63/l^6 du 29 Octobra 1V5~ portant creation
du couKlsssjrist »aritlM«»

O R D O N X X
Article

a

La d6partasrant das Toias naritioas stand sa competence sur

^

tout la d o Mina das transports nstionaux at Intamationaux par
voias carigablas Int^riauras, notaac>aot sur la lac'Tonganika.

i

J1 ast cbaxp6 da suparvisar toutas las actiritis do transport
sur las voias narigablas dicrites ci-dessus, d*organisor at da
Ooordormar las actiTitis avac las prograjcoos nation&ux de
devaloppaoaot du traxisport sur la lac Tangaiiika at siur toutas
las voias navioablea intarieuras.Article

2, Ca dapartamant ast an outre*clmrga das^relations cntra la
.

i

t

Gouvarnamaot du Burundi at las Societcs nationolos ou
I

intamationalas qui azploiiant la lac Tangenika*-3« ba dipartamant das voias BsritigjAs conprand qustra sarvicas t
a) la sarrica sdsdnistrstif
b) la sarvica d'inspaction das voias nsvigables
c) la sarvica du transport Intarnstional
.d) la sarvica tachniqna
Articla

La sarvica.adaiinlstrat If ast cbsrga de L'administration
Joumaliora• da la gastion du personnel et de la oostptabiliti du
dipartaaant*o

Article

5» ba sarvica d'inspactlon das Voiaa navigablas, qui reprend las
attributions Jusqu'lci axarc^a par la coBnissariut naritlma^
ast chargi da la police de la navigation sia* las eaux
Intirisuras^ dofinias par I'urdonnanca n*64/860 du 22 D6co«bra
193B« conforsiirert atix dispositions do I'ordonnance n*3/TI‘ du

2^ D^cambra 1924»»

11 dillrr* «4JX lDi£r**»4a, rkot«tMo»Dt, l«s cftrtificats de
c*vio&bj. 1116, l«c p«nala d» DavlQuar, laa carllflcatK dc

V

JaUQ«ao«, laa Xattraa d* carloatloD lacustra Inlernalionale.11 oasura 1mm hoarntriculmtlonM dmm bateaux et •ecbarcatiorur, ler.
ItxapeclioM teclxclquee «t r m ^ l t lea dicIaxatloDa d*accidant
de carl celion««»

•

I
Pour la coaatailoc dea l&fractiona i. la police de la bavlgatlon
et du materiel dea porta et dea volea cavigableSf eont coopotenta
le chef de aervlce d'iziapectloc dea Toiea cvovigablea et lea
1

agerta directet»*ot plaa6a aoua aon autorit6«»
Article 6,

Le aerrice du Iranaport luterixaticmal eat charge, tvotaMient,
de l'6tude peiraaceBte dea »oycna d*aa>6liorer lea conditionc d«
tranaport ea prorexLatice ou i destlDatiob de l*6tranger, de
l*6tabliaaeaieat dea atatiatiquea relativea

taouveaent dea

iaiportatioca et dea exportationa, de la concertation per&anante
avec lea icxatltutiona conpeteiitea dea paya concern6a eJ3 rue dc

I

fmvprimar la rigalariti de 1 *acbc>aiD*M3ez)t dea laarcbaudiaes entre |
!

cea derciera at la Burundi, d'etudior, eufio, ec coucertation
avec lea ainiat^rea int^rcaaea, lea prograuu>ea d*6quipeioent
dea aporta el dea roiea laavigoblea, l^appllcation tent de
^

la r6gleshentatioD natiouale que dea conveutioua internatioDalea
an auvtiore de cavigation*-.

^rticle

|

7* 1* aexrlce la^cbnique eat cbargi de la aurreillance du oaictien
en bon 6tat tecbixique aiiaai bien dea Aquipeneuts portuaires que
du matiriel de tranaport eis an aervice dana lea eaux territorialca par l*£tat ou pa:t ^ u t e autre entrepriae de transport
exploitant lea voles navigablea nationales,

I

11 aasure, notaMKent, le contr6le de l*6tot dea btteeux de
pl>cbe, de l*lnfraatructure dea ports."
Article

8. Sent abregiea teutHM diapoaitlona ent6rieurea contrairea a la
pr6aextle ordonnance et, notasMsent, 1 'ordonnance n*'37/56 du 4 Arril
193^

Article

l*ordonnance n*63/l46 du 39 Octobre 193~ suavis^e."

9. La prusente ordonnance entre en vigueUr le Jour de sa aignoturo*

Fait a Bujumbura, le........1977
LE HlNlSTlit I>EE lIlAbSPfl.TS
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